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"Vl/elcome ull to this place of heuling"
It's the diffelence between hearing a hearlbeat and listening to
a suffering heart; it's the difference between being cured and
being healed. What makcs rhe differencc i, a deep
comrnitment to living our values and vision. We, the
associates of Advocate Good Sarnaritan Hospital (GSAM),
believe that human beings deserv.e excellent, contpassionate,
and rvholistic care supporting their physical, emoiional. and
spiritual needs. This belief holds deeply rooted meaning for
us, and as health care associates, it gives our work purpose. As
one physician hlrned patient remarked, ,,when I was a patient
et a teaching hospilal, the,- teuted nw disease; v;hen I u,as a
patient at GSAM, vou trealed me as a whole person w,hile
lreating nt1, disease". This ultimate compliment gives life to
the words posted inside our front door, ,,velcomi alt to this
pluce of healing. Our aim is to cure and to heal; the dif lerence
rests in the depth and quality ofour relationships.

Here in Downers Grove, IL, a suburb of one of America,s
great cities, Chicago, we dedicate ourselves to achieve,
sustain, and redefine health care excellence. We do so because
of our faith-based calling and because we believe that our
innovations and role rnodel per.formance will inspire greater
performancc in our industry.

ln 2004, an epiphany that we could do better in fulfilling this
calling pronrpted a cultural-transfonnation ol Moving fr.ont
Good to Grear (G2G). Success of this journey, enabledly our
core competency of Builtling Lo1,al Relationships w-ith all
stakeholders, is measured by our achiev.ement of
superior clinical and service outconles. Susrainability is
attained.through our integr.ated approach to achieving results
across sir (6) pillars [Figure p.l-l]. These pillars create the
liamework for the alignment and deploymeni of our strategic
plan and the tracking of key result areas (KRAs).
Figure P.l-l Sustainability through Six Integrated pillars,%ffi
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reptesents lo/o of our total volumes. Our Women and
Children's division includes a perinatal Level Ill program,
highest state designation, with a state-of-the-art Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit (NICU).

Figure P.1-2 Market/Patient Segments and Main Services
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P.la(2) Organizational Culture: The G2G culture is
characterized by a collective effort to continuously challenge
the status quo. We strive to create a culture where everyone
lives the values and feels ownership for the pursuit of the
vision. The cultural shifts of our G2G journey are fostered
through processes and behaviors integratea into our
Leadership Sysrem [Figure l.l-l]. G2G cultural shifts include:r Integration at ill levels, frorn deparhnent to individual

associates through the cascading ofpillar goals [2.2a(2)];. Accountability and transparency of results through the
Perfonnance N{anagement System [Figure 5. I _2]

r Service ernbodied in Standar.ds of Behavior t:.lt(f )l;. Patient Safety driven by goals and tr.aining f f la(a)|r Continuous improvement driven by 1de perfonnance
rmprovement system [P.2c] and systernatic review of
measures [F-igure 4. I -3]; and

t Engagement of patients, associates, and physicians,
fostered through our leadership competencies and defined
relationship-building strategies [Figures 3. I -3; 3. l-4].

Our culturc is grounded in our Mission, Values, and
Philosophy (MVP), and in our Vision. Our core competenc\.
is. es.sential to fulfilling our mission of healing througir
wholistic care. Our valucs serve as an internal compass to
guide relationships and decisions. Our core bcliefs, along rvith
our heart-felt vision, result in a culhrre where exceplional
outcomes are achieved [Figure p.l-31.
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Our pillar results and numerous external arvards validate
integrated success. that we are fulhlling our mission, being a
place ofhealing, and building loyal relationships.

P.la(l) Main Health Care Services / Delivery Mechanisms:
GSAM offers a broad spectnun of health cars services to our
communities. Our main service offerings are general
medicine, surgery, cardiac, and mother/baby care. FigLue p.l_
2 illustrates GSAM's market'and patient segments and main
health care services. Diagnostics (e.g. lab, x-ray) span across
all main services. The mechanism to deliver health care to
patients and stakeholders is through the collaboration between
patients, families, multi-disciplinary teams. and physicians.
GSAM is a regional Level I Trauma Center; this program



P.la(3) Workforce Profile: Building loyal relationships with
GSAM's workforce of associates and physicians is a strategic
priority. There are no unions. The 2727 Associates (1740
FTEs) represent clinical and support staff, other prol-essionals,

and leaders. Sixtythree percent ofour nursing staffwith direct
patient care responsibilities have achieved BSN or above.

Nine hundred and fifty three (953) dedicated independent
physicians make up the medical stafL This includes
contractual arrangements for physician services in the

Emergency, Pathology, Anesthesia, and Radiology
Departments. GSAM's Advocate Physician Partners Clinical
Integration Program (APP), described in P.2b, represents a

national best plactice. The APP contracts for and collaborates
with physicians to provide clinically integrated care for a

broad base of patients. In addition to working through APP,
GSAM collaborates with its physicians through its medical
staff cornmittee structure and credentialing process.

More than 500 volunteers contribute time and energy to serve
patients and families. They provide non-clinical services such

as concierge, assisting in fundraising, and supporting the

operations ofthe Gift Shop and Resale Shop.

Key factors that engage the workforce and motivate them to
accomplish the mission are summarized in Figure P.l-5 and

were detennined through the apploaches described in 5. 1 a( I ).

Benefits. GSAM o1l-ers its associates a broad anay of benefits

[Figure 5.2-4] including an on-site Wellness Center and the

award-winning Good HealthJbr Good LiJb wellness program.

Health and Safety. Job descriptions outline position-
dependent health and safety requirements [5.2b(1)], and the

creation of a safe environment is addressed through the

deployment ofhealth and safety standards practices.

P.la(4) Major Facilities, Technologies & Equipment:
GSAM is located on a 76-acle campus. The 5-story main
hospital occupies over 520,000 square feet. An 89,000 square

foot state-of-the-art Health and Wellness Center is also located
on the main campus. The hospital's main campus facilities
also include a joint venture surgery center and two Physician
Office Buildings (POB) connected to the hospital. Otf-campus
facilities include two (2) outpatient/immediate care centers

and a secondjoint venture surgery center.
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In addition to building a stronger culture, an essential
component of the G2G strategy included a capital
reinvestment in facilities, technology, and equipment. The
capital reinvestment of Sl36M [Figure P.l-6] was driven by
thc strategic imperatives of long-term organizational
sustainability,'the priority of physician engagement, and the

vision to achieve outstanding clinical outcomes. Additional
major investments in technology include an electronic medical
record (EMR), remote computer access for physicians, and a

campus tl-rat is wireless for associates, patients, and visitors.

P.la(5) Legal/Regulatory Environment: GSAM operates in
the heavily regulated health care environment. Processes are in
place to keep current with. cornply with, and exceed the

required laws, regulations, and standards established by key
regulatory organizations fFigure 1.2-2]. GSAM has never been

fined or sanctioned by any regulatory agency. In ourpursuit of
excellence, GSAM also has achieved voluntary accreditations
through The Joint Commission (TJC) (Advanced Primary
Stroke Center), American Nurses Credentialing Center
(Magnet), and American Society for Metabolic and Bariatric
Surgery (ASMBS). Results are shown in7.6-6.

P.lb(l) Organizational Structure and Governance System:
GSAM is one of Advocate Health Care's (AHC's) ten (10)

ll

P.l-4 GSAM Workforce

A caring
patient
environment

.To be treated with respect

-6 GZG Reinvestment Stratesv summa

2005
101,000 sq foot, 44-bed, all private room, state-of-the-art
Critical Care Pavilion (CCP) and eJCU

2006 27-bed, private room, mother baby unit

2008 90,000 sq foot Surgical Pavilion with 15 fully
integrated/technologically advanced operating suites

2008
2nd Outpatienl Center in South Downers Grove

Centralized telemetry monitoring

2009
17,000 square foot Endoscopy and Ambulatory Center with
30 private rooms and seven (7) state-of-the-art procedure
rooms



acute care hospitals. A guiding principle ol AHC/GSAM is
that health care needs are best met through local governance
and management and enhanced through system collaboration.
The governance system for GSAM [1.2a( l)] is integrated with
the governance of AHC. GSAM's governance system
includes, l) a Goveming Council (CC) u,ith responsibilities
to: a] oversee the quality of care, b] function as the final
authority for rnedical staff credentialing. and c] provide input
into strategic/tactical plans and budgets; 2) GC cornmittees
with oversight of t-lnallce, clinical excellence, and
executive/board affairs. Procssses from the top down and
audits at both the AHC and GSAM level ensure governance
effectiveness. GSAM works synergistically with AHC to
optimize resources and achieve economies of scale. AHC
provides supply chain services, [T, finance. legal/risk, and
system HR policies/programs.

P.lb(2) Key Patient/Customer Groups and Market
Segments: GSAM's market consists of 28 cornmunities in
DuPage Ciounty and western Cook County, broken into the
Primary Service Area (PSA) and Secondary Service Area
(SSA) [Figure P.1-7].

Key customer segments and stakeholder requirements for our
health care service offerings, support services, and operations
are obtained liom listening posts [Figure 3.2-l]. FigLrre P.l-8
summarizes these requirements determined by the processes

described in 3.la(2) and 5.la(l).

P.lb(3) Suppliers, Partners & Collaborators: GSAM
depends on strong, synergistic relationships with suppliers,
partners, and collaborators. Their roles in GSAM's key work
systems, health care offerings, and support services, affect the
quality of care and the effectiveness of care delivery. An
established systematic mechanisrn for comrnunicating and

managing relationships with these key groups contributes to

{p Advocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

GSAM exceeding customer requirements. These roles and
mechanisms are outlined in Figure P. l-9. AHC Supply Chain
requirements include on-time delivery, elechonic
communication, savings for the organization, and accuracy.

P.2a(1) Competitive Position: GSAM ser-ves patients in a

highly cornpetitive market with eleven (11) hospitals within
20 mites of GSAM; thlee (3) of these hospitals are considered
plimary competitors [Figure P.2-l]. The primary cornpetitors
are all not-for-profit hospitals ranging from 311 to 427
licensed beds and either have, or have plans to add, private
rooms. Frivate rooms have become a differentiator in our
marketplace; however, GSAM is constlained by limited
availability of private rooms in the Medical/Surgical areas. To
respond to this disadvantage, we leverage our core
cornpetency of building loltal relalionships and have launched
a redesigned model of care both of which create an
environment tl.rat makes GSAM tl.re hospital of choice. While
each of these competitive hospitals has a stronghold in the
community in which they are located, many of the
surrounding communities have loyalties that are shared with at

least one other hospital. In addition to hospitals, large multi
and single specialty physician groups provide competition for

outpatient and ambulatory services
throughout the market.

This highly competitive environnrenl
creates intense and beneficial
competition between hospitals in
DuPage County to provide superior
l-realth care outcomes and serwice. It
also results in large competitive
capital expenditures. Yet despite this
intense competition, GSAM:
. Continues to be the market share

leader in its primary service area
(PSA) and has grown market
share over the last three (3) years

fFigure P.2-l ]. 'Market Share'
measures the increase, decrease,
and total number of inpatient
cases in our PSA for each
hospital.
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r Has grown overall physician loyalty. Physician loyalty is
tracked on a rnonthly basis to detennine the percent of
medical staff admissions that come to GSAM compared to
our three (3) competitors. This percentage increased from
57.8% in 2007 to 62.20/o in 2009, a7.60/o increase in new
volume directed by the physicians on our medical staff.

This growth has been accomplished through significantly
improving health outcomes, engaging and building loyal
relationships with physicians, and offering exceptional service
to patients making GSAM their hospital of choice.

P.2a(2) Principle competitive success factors, shown in
Figure P.2-3, are aligned with our pillals and address our
strategic challenges. These success factors help us identify our
strategic advantages, which in tum drive our strategic
objectives. Each objective is also linked to our cole
competency of building loval relationslzrp.r as shown in the
last three (3) columns of Figure P.2-3. Figure 7.6-13 reports
our success in building loyal relationships u,ith patients and
key stakeholders.

Key changes taking place that effect our competitive situation
and could potentially impact our business, include:

. The current national economic crisis and looming health
care reform initiatives. With the job loss in the double-
digits and individuals and families losing health insurance,
charity care and bad debt are increasing. Health care reform
is likely to transform reimbursement by putting hospitals
and physicians at greater financial risk for readmissions and
adverse events in addition to increased cost ofcare.

. 'Stand alone' hospitals in our market continue to secure
and spend capital, as demonstrated by a conlpetitor
replacement hospital within eight (8) miles of CSAM.

These changes are opportunities for collaboration, leveraging
orlr core competency, and innovation. Exarnples include:
. Collaboration. GSAM collaborates with cument and

potential surgeons to implement block scheduling. This
resulted in increased physician satisfaction and increased
sulgical volumes [7.3- I 4].

. Leveraging our core competency. Systematic relationship
building between our ED and local EMS has increased the
volume of ambulance-driven patients to our ED [7.2-211.

. Innovation. The pxternal economic crisis constrained
capital spending, prompting our workforce to identiff
innovative ways of securing funds tbr properly timed,
required capital re-investment. The G2G journey, including
the integration of the Baldrige criteria, identifies
opporhrnities to deploy approaches and improve processes
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that address these market changes. AHC system
opportunities for innovation include a more comprehensive
electronic medical record, the developrnent of cornnrunity
health records, the launching of a 'Medical Home' strategy,
and system service line development.

P.2a(3) Key sources of comparative and competitive data:
GSAM's key sources of comparative and competitive data are
listed in Figure P.2-2. A benchmark selection process is

utilized [Figure 4.1-2] to select the most appropriate
performance comparisons. Two primary lirnitations in data
integrity include the aging ofthe data and the inconsistency in
repoding data. The inconsistency with reported data is high, as

many ofthe sources are self-reported and are inaccurate due to
provider subjectivity. Typically, most infonnation displayed to
the public or available internally is six (6) months to one (l)
year old.

.2-2 Kev Health Care Data Sourccs

q,coG Health outcomes 7.1
al.{Ro -lcallh nr ttnonras 71

OMs (HoA) lealth outcomes
7.1
7.5

Commonwealth lealth outcomes 7.1

CompData
Jtilization, clinical, physician, financial,
Jemographic, market share, quality

7 'l

7.3
7.6

HealthStream )hysician satisfaction / engagement 7.4.7.5

Midas -{ealth outcomes-core measures 7.5

Morehead \ssociate satisfaction / engagement 7.4

NDNQI Nursing sensitive indicators (falls) 7.1

NHSN Health outcomes-infection control 7.1

NSQIP Surgical outcomes 7.1

Press-Ganey
HCHAPS

Patient satisfaction 7.2

PwC Financial 7.5

Saratoga Human Resources metrics 7.4,7.5

Thomson Reuter Health Outcomes 7.1

P.2b Strategic Context: Key Challenges & Advantages:
Figure P.2-3 sumrnarizes GS.AM's key health care services,

operational, and human resource challenges and advantages.

One critical challenge. associated rvith sustainability, is the

aging phvsician workforce and resulting forecasted shortage,
particularly among primary care physicians. Wiihout sufflcient
nurnbers of engaged and aligned primary care physicians, the

increased demand for health care services cannot be fulfilled,
and GSAM's ftlnlre desired growth in patient volumes cannot
be achieved. One of GSAM's key advantages in addressing
this challenge is its innovative, world-class APP Clinical
Integration proglam (CI). The APP CI has been approved and
lauded by the Federal Trade Commission since 2006. The
program's struciured processes have achieved best-in-class
health outcomes by follorving best practice guidelines while
lowering cost. Thirty-seven initiatives with 107 measurcs

track clinical outcomes, efficiency, use of medical and

technological inflastructure, patient safety, and patient

satisfaction. The CI rnodel is impacting the health care

industry as other institutions across the country benchmark
with us and implement similar stnrctures.

lv

Figure P.2-l Primary Service Area Market Share & Key
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Figure P.2-4 GSAM's Performance Improvement System

- The Five Step PDSA

P.2c Performance improvement system: Performance

improvement is a pliority in the GSAM culture. Improvement

is driven by aligned organizational goals, deployed throush

the GSAM Leadership System [Figure l.l-1, steps @ anO ffi'
and is required in the leadership competency to 'manage,

improve, ancl innovate.' Tl.re key elements of GSAM's

Peiformance Improvement Systern include defined

improvement tools, training of leaders and associates in the

use of those tools, the use of criteria for the selection of
improvement projects applied during the Strategic Planning

Process (SPP), the establishment of metrics tbr accountability'

and a monthly platforrn for sharing results- The model serving

as a roadmap for improvement is PDSA (Plan, Do, Study, Act)

[Figure p.Z-+]. fne G2G initiative triggered an evaluation of
this model's potential to support a more rigorous improvement

culture. The result was a decision to continue use of the model

due to its ease ofunderstanding and its history ofeffectiveness

at GSAM. The evaluation also resulted in the adoption of
additional improvement tools such as LEAN, Six Sigma, and

DMAIC methodology for more complex improvement

initiatives. This systerll is deployed through LDIs'

Performance lmprovement (Pl) Showcase preparation with

each unit, orientation, . and the leadership competency

development curiculum.

Learning and innovation. Our challenges and our goals get

tougher 
"u".y 

y"u.. Meeting those challenges and achieving

the-ever-increaiing stretch goals require continual leaming and

a focns on innovation.

-
tsFts
-

ldentify the Problem

Set the Aim

Select the Change

Select the Measure



Leadership
1.1 Senior Leadership
The GSAll,t Leadership Svslalll (CSLS) [Figure 1.1-l] ensttrcs

that all leaders at every level of the organization understand

what is expected of them. The GSLS is reviewed annually and

has undergone multiple cycles of improvement, the most

recent of which mapped the system to our ' leadership

competencies and supporting leader developrnent. The GSLS

aligns and integrates our leaders at all levels by providing
them with the tools to model the GSAM values and lead

consistently. The GSLS is deployed to every leader tbrough

the on-boarding process, Leadership Dcvelopment Instinrtes
(LDts), and in monthly I :l supervisory meetings.

Our patients and stakeholders are at the center of our

Leadcrship System [. Driven by our Mission, Values, and

Philosophy (MVP) all leaders must understand stakeholder

requiremcnts E At the organizational level, these

requirernents [Figure P.l-8] are determined in of the Sn'ategic

Planning Pt'ocess (SPP) [Figure 2.1-1, step $ and used to set

direction and establish/cascade goals !$. Action plans to
achieve the goals are created $, aligned, and communicated to

engage the worktbrce $. Goals and in-process measures are

systenntically reviewed and course corrections are made as

necessary ensuring that we perform to plan 4 :ttit focus on

performance creates a rhyhm of accoutrtabiliry $ and leads to

subsequent associate developrnent through the Capabiliq'
D etermi n ot io n/Worldorc e Leaming ond D e,-e lopm e nt Sys te nl
(WLDS) [Figure 5.1-4] and reward and recognition of high
perfonnance [Figure 5.1-3] 5. Development and recognition

ensures associates feel acknowledged and motivated $.
Stretch goals established in the SPP and a discornfort with the

stafus quo prompts associates to learn, improve, and innovate

I through the Performance Improventent Sttstem (P.2c). As

leaders review annual performance, scan the environment, and

re-cast organizational challenges, communication mechanisms

[Figure t I -21 are used to inspire and 'raise the bar' @.

Figure l.l-l GSAM Leadership System (GSLS)

dp Rdvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

l.1a(l) Setting vision/values. Our parent company (AHC)
sets the enterprise vision and values incorporating inputs fi'om

GSAM leaders. AHC sites are encouraged to re-shape and

define the vision to fit their culture and bttsiness environment.

The GSAM ExECUrtvE TEAM (ET) / Senior Leaders (SL)

evaluate our vision annually at the beginning of the SPP, step

$, and deploys it through the GSLS. In 2007, the ET. through

a cycle of irnprovement, refined the vision [Figure P.l-3] to
strengthen the focus on excellent outcomes and service

ensuring an even greater alignment with G2G.

Deploying vision/values. The vision and values are

deployed through the GSLS ensuring that the requirements of
all stakeholders are addressed. Examples of deployment

mechanisms are listed in Figure l.l-2. Every leader at every

level is responsible for role modeling our MVP and Standards

ofBehavior. ET members are evaluated against their personal

demonstration of the values in their individual performance

reviews. We validate deployment of the vision and values

through a specific question on the associate survey [Figure
7.6-8], the number of MVP nominations. and leadel rounding.

Senior Leaders' personal actions. SL reflect a

commitment to the organization's valttes tkough rnodeling

our Standards of Behavior. ET members also are personally

engaged through their service on community boalds and broad

participation in community organizations and initiatives.

l.la(2) In step I of the GSLS SL utilize the Legal and
Ethical Slrter4 (LES) [Figure 1.2-3] to personally and

proactively promote a legal/ethical environment that requires

and results in the highest standard of ethical behavior. These

processes and SL behaviors include:
r The participation of five (5) SL on the BuslNess CoNnucr

(BC) Couunree,
r Legal/ethical discussions through communication

mechanisms [Figure l. I -2],
r Intemal legal/ethical audits,
r Taking personal responsibility for follow up and response to

any/all ethicat issues identified through the BC Hotline, and
r Ensuring atl associates are trained in and review the

BC Program and HIPAA Privacy Disclosure during the

Performonce lvfanagentent Sls/en (PMS) [Figure 5.1-

2]. ln addition, in healthcare settings, complex ethical

issues often deal with life and death issues for those

delivering care at the bedside. To address this, the CNE

established a NLT.sING ETHlcs CouNCtL to provide a

tbmnr to discuss. evaluate, and understand these issues.

l.la(3) Senior Leaders systernatically create short- and

long-term sustainability by:

' Planning through the SPP. SL utilize identified
factors essential to our sustainability: finance, data

needs, people (capacity), critical skills (capability),

facilities, equipment, regulatory requirements, safety,

strategic growth, leadership development, comrnunity

needs, and innovatiorVperformance irnprovement

priorities. These factors are considered during the

SPP and are reflected in our strategic objectives'

EL"""t, l,nT-"*l
| & lnnovate 

I

P.24

Develop,
Recognize

z.r-tElE

, ", 5.1-2 
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Sample Senior Leader Communtc"lptt-lg:rlglg

{f Advocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

analysis of GSAM's Performance
compared to similar organizations

occur systematically and alert SL to
potential and real time necessary

changes. Organizational-wide
decisions can then be made at weekly

ET rneetings or elnergency huddles

where critical issues are suriaced,

discussed, and action plans created'

The ET creates an environment for

oruanizational and workforce learning

thrlugh thc GSLS steps ! anO $. ltre
ET also fosters organizational learning

by establishing fontms and

mechanisms for systematic sharing of
process improvements and industry-

wide best practices' Fontms include

bi-annual associate forums' monthly

RIE report-outs, and monthlY PI

. Deploying through the strategic objectives' Strategic

objectives are linked to pillars and our core competency

fFigure P.2-3] and deployed through defined 'short- and

iong"..* action plans [Figue 2.1-4] and the goal cascading

process 12.2a (2)).
. Validating/achieving through goal performance review'

The rhyhm of revie'*'ing goal perfornrance€cross all pillars

is a part of the GSLS [Figure l.l-1, step $; Figure 4'1-3],

and making necessary cotlrse corrections ensures target

perfotmance is achieved.

The ET further fosters sustainability as they create an

organizational environment for:

Continuous performance improvement through the

annual identificatiodreview of hospital-wide priorities for

performance improvement during the SPP; ET members

functioning as executive sponsors for required annual PI

projects and Rapid lmprovement Events - SE')t ET

mernbersiDirectors serve as the audience at each PI Showcase

where frontline staffpresent department PI project resttlts: and

the systematic review of the organization's performance'

Accomplishment of the mission and strategic objectives

through, I ) the selection of goals aligned with our mission and

stratelic objectives during the SPP [Figure 2'l-l]; 2) the

.ur"uling oi goals through the GSLS [Figure l'1-l] to each

leader; 3j the iystematic review of results at the organizational

level [Figure 4.1-3] and monthly during l:l supervisory

meetinls; and 4) through the online transparency of each

leader's goal Performance.
Innovation and role-model perlormance lea{ershiais

expected and achieved through th; GSLS' stp' E, @' and @ '
where leaders engage the workforce in achieving annual

stretch goals set during the SPP reflecting top decile

pertbrmance. Innovation is fostered through- benchrnarking

with high-achieving organizations during the design and

improvernent of work systems/processes [Figure 6'l-1; Figure

A.i-tl, equipping the workforce with performance

improue*ent iools, and the utilization of the Baldrige criteria'

Organizationat agility. SL achieve organizational agility

througt understanding the competitive environment' The

ongoilng review of both internal and external data and the

Showcases. The systematic collection of patient/stakeholder

knowledge and mechanisms lor using that knowledge [Figure

4.2-2] aiso plomotes learning across the organization' A

workiorce leaming environment is also created through the ET

encouraging associates to achieve certifications and advanced

degrees-and allocating resources for their professional and

continuing education. In addition, systematic leadership

development (e.g. LDls), and the establishment of the Lipinski

Centei for Learning which plovides/coordinates workforcc

development, have been part ofthe ET's approach to create a

leaming environment at GSAM.
Personal leadership skills. ET members develop and

enhance their orvn personal leadership skills through the

WLDS [Figure 5.1-4]. part of the GSLS. step !' ET rnembers'

as well as all leaders, develop individual learning plans during

their performance review tl.2a(2)]' ET men.rbers meet

monthly with the hospital President to discuss progress on

performatrce goals and leadership behaviors' Leadership skill

development occtlrs through quarterly LDIs, annual

state/national Baldrige trainings, national certifications' and

professional organiiation seminars' Tl.rrough a cycle of

i*prou.,o.nr. all ET members now participate in executive

coaching and a stakeholder feedback process to sttpport their

leadership develoPment.
Participation in learning. The ET systematically

participates in learning events such as bi-monthly orientations'

All Atoard Training, and LDIs. They actively engage in

fbrums designed for sharing organizational leaming such as Pl

Showcase, RIE report outs, and the CLn'rtcAL PRACTICE

IMPROVEMENT COMM1TTEE (CPIC).

Succession 'planning and future leadership

development. ET mernbers participate in succession planning

by, 1) annually identifying key positions for succession' 2)

selecting potential canilidates through use of a 'nine block

p.o.".r; which assesses both performance and potential' and

i; U"ing stakeholders for these candidates in an executive

coaching process, as a part ofstep ! ofthe GSLS' The ET also

developi future leaders by teaching at LDIs, serving as

stakeholders/mentors, and hosting divisional retreats'



1.1a(4) The ET passionately creates, promotes. and measures

the culture of patient safety through defined processes and a

systematic review of metrics. This approach to patient satbty
has resulted in lower mortality and complication rates, which
translates into deaths avoided and less harm to patients
receiving care at our hospital [Figures 7. l-6, 7. l-10].

Creating a Culture of Safety (COS). As a part of the

GSLS, step !, tn" ff systematically communicates [Figure
1.1-21 that patient safety is the number one priority of all
associates. During the SPP goal setting/deployment processes,

SL develop and cascade patient safety goals, and performance
is monitored through the PerJbrmance Measurement Sltstent
(PMES) [Figure 4.1-l], which includes the review of the

Patient Safety dashboard.

Promoting a Culture of Safety (COS). The ET promotes a

COS by requiring all 2727 GSAM associates participate in

COS training. The training includes l0 Behavioral Based

Expectations (BBEs) and safety tools that associates learn and

then utilize in their daily work. The content from COS training
also integrates with executive led orientations. ongoing
development and daily reinibrcement at the bedside. The ET
also encourages all associates to participate in the annual COS

survey so we can measure our progress toward our goal of
achieving an even greater culture of patient safety. ET
members participate on the COS STEERING COMMITTEE, the

PATIENT SAFETY CoITmTTEe, and the CLTNICAL EXCELLENCE

CoMMITTEE of the GovpRNINc CoLINCTL (GC) where a revieu'
of safety results takes place and strategies are determined. A
systematic Root Cause Analysis (RCA) process is required for
sentinel events. Lessons leamed frour RCAs are reviewed and

incorporated into new or existing protocols and processes.

1.1b Communication and Organizational Performance
l.lb(l) SL cornmunication to and engagement of the

workforce is an expectation of the GSLS [Figure 1.1-1, &, E
$1. fne ET believes that setting a compelling context for
decisions creates a deeper understanding for communications
with the entire workforce and context setting has become a

tenet of the GSAM leadership philosophy. The ET

systematically provides opportunity for frank, two-way
communication with the workforce [Figure 1.1-2]. For new

associates, this begins in orientation when President Dave Fox

introduces the GSAM culture in the first two (2) hours.

Tluough a cycle of irnprovement the cornmunication in select

events (associate forurns, LDIs) is now evaluated for
understanding through post-event questions andior follorv-up
rounding. ET's ability to engage the workforce is monitored
through specific questions on workforce surveys [Figure 7.4-

91. ET's accessibility and approachability allows the

workforce fleedom to discuss 'bad news' and'good nervs' in
an impromptu manner.

The ET commturicates key decisions through the formal

cascading process (ET to directors to managers to frontline
stafQ embedded in the GSLS [Figure l.l-1. ffi; and through

management rneetings, ernail, electronic and printed

newsletters, the intranet, and letters to associates' homes. As a

part of the GSLS step ! anO $, the ET takes an active role in
systematic approaches [Figure 5.1-3] to recognize associates,

piysicians, and volunteers to reinforce high performan.. !!.

qp ndvocate Good Samaritan Hospital

The hospital President hosts quarterly MVP celebrations.
monthly frontline leader breakfasts. and all SL sending thank
you notes to associates to recognize outstanding perfornrance.
This maintains a focus on patients/stakeholders, and fosters
the achievement of organizational goals.

t.lb(2) The ET creates a focus on action to accornplish
GSAM's objectives. irnprove performance, and attain its
vision through,
. The deployment of the organization's strategy and goals to

every leader and the MEDICAL EXECUTIVE CoMMIT"IEE

(MEC) through GSLS step ! and strategy deployment
process 12.2a(2)l;

. The PMS [Figure 5.1-2] which ties leader evaluations to
annual goal results;

. Monthly l:l supervisory meetings as a part of the GSLS,
step $.. The Per/brmance Improvement S)'stem lP.2c] and the

measures SL revierv regularly to identity needed action
measures related to achieving our strategic objectives. This
includes the monthly review of measures on the Quality
Close, Patient Sat'ety dashboard, and Grorvth report. In

weekly ET rneetings, a review of the measures for patient

satisfaction and financial performance occurs. Examples of
our systematic review of organizational performance

measures aligned with strategic objectives and action plans

are outlined in Figwe 4.1-3.
The ET creates and balances value for patients and

stakeholders during the SPP, step [ 1figu.. 2.1-l] by,
. Confirming patient/stakeholder requirements fFigure P. I -8].
. Planning for short/long-term sustainability factors il.la(3)],

and
. Assigning specific goal weightings during the SPP step !

and deploying them to each department during step $.
Evidence that we are balancing value for patients and

stakeholders is reflected in our organizational report card

[Figure 7.6-2], and in over 35 awards received since 2006

representing all stakeholder groups [Figure 7.6-3].

1.2 Governance and Societal Responsibilities
l.2a(l) GSAM has a systematic 8-step govemance process

flavailable on site (AOS)] which cascades guidance from the

AHC GovERNINc BoARD/AHC Senior Leadership to the

GSAIvI GovrnNn'tc CouNct- (GC)/Senior Leadership Tearn

and to all associates. Guidelines and procedures at all
organizational levels ensure that the overall intent of
governance is achieved and tracked through measures and

goals [Figure 7.6-4]. The process ensures transparency and

eqr.rity for all stakeholders via GC comrnittee oversight.
independent audits and through the diverse composition ofthe
board. Annual GC review of metrics, our MVP, and Standards

of Behaviors ensures accountability and compliance. We

ensure:

Accountability for management's actions through

rnonthly review of goal perfonnance and annual perfonnance

evaluations U.2a(2): Figure 5. I -21;

Fiscal accountability tluough extemal indcpendent audits

reported to the AHC Auon Coutvttttsl and quarterly internal

audit findings made to the BC Colaulttpe. All intemal and



external audits are ongoing and include both scheduled and

unscheduled activities [Figure 7.6-5].
Transparency and disclosure through conflict of interest

statements signed by the GC and ET. annual training, and

posting of organizational results on the GSAM intranet; and

Protecfion of stakeholder interest is ensured through the

diverse composition of the AHC/GSAM covERNINc
COUNCILS. In a cycle of improvernent, the board expanded

physician membership to 25o/o provide greater representation

ofthis key stakeholder group.

l.2a(2) Evaluation of Senior Leaders. The workforce at all
levels, including the ET, is evaluated annually as part of the

PMS [Figure 5.1-2, n. Prior to the annual review, the
President meets with his direct reports monthly to review'their
goal performance and expected leadership behaviors as

described in step$ [ ana ![ of the GSLS. All SL evaluations
include development/learning goals to improve leadership

effectiveness for the following evaluation cycle. An executive
coaching process, a result of a cycle of improvetnent.
integrates with development goals and leadership

competencies and tracks progress. Each ET selects two (2)

stakeholders to provide ongoing feedback during the coaching
process. AHC SL and the GSAM GC conduct the President's
evaluation with input from the Medical Staff President. The

President voluntarily shares his self-assessment with the ET

and seeks their input.
Governing Council. To ensure the continuous

improvement and evaluation of the GC, each member
completes an annual self-evaluation and rates tire effectiveness
of the GC (Figure 7.6-4). These evaluations have initiated
cycles of improvement such as expanded engagement of GC
members on hospital committees and focused board

development.
Leadership System (GSLS). The GSLS is evaluated

annually during step I of tle SPP. Feedback and input fi'om

both internal and external sources is used to evaluate and

improve the systern. Specific questions from the workforce
and COS surveys measure the perfonnance of the GSLS.

Low-scoring areas of importance trigger the developrnent of
action plans. For example. the COS survey revealed a need lor
leadership to more effectively engage associatcs in a

'blameless' culture to increase the reporting of 'near misses'.

The action plan focused on leadership behaviors linked with
.t"pr S an<l $ of the GSLS and a "Just Culture" matrix was

created and deployed as a cycle of improvement. Progress is

measured through audits, surveys, and in-process measutes

and the number/quality of events reported.

l.2b Legal and Ethical Behavior
l.2b(l) Addressing adverse impacts begin in the SPP when

the ET identifies potential impacts of action plans and

develops strategies to address the effects in step $. Figure 1.2-

I provides examples. The ET also addresses adverse impacts

through policies on medical waste disposal [Figure 7.6-ll]
recycling/green processes and environmcntal considerations

when building new facilities. The ET also conducts systematic

tracking of government and regulatory measures, and invites

the cornmunity to participate in planning. In addition, during

$ Advocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

the design of nelv work systems and processes, a step is built
into the approach [Figure 6.2-, llt to identify and mitigate
potential adverse impacts ipublic concems.

Anticipating and responding to public concerns occurs

by, l) tracking govemment/regulatory measures through

AHC legal, risk, government relations and reviews by
appropriate ET members, 2) working closely with public
health agencies, emergency responders. community/civic
organizations. and 3) r'evierv of customer listening and data

[Figure 3.2-l]. In addition, environmentalists are invited to

review facility plans so GSAM can proactively anticipate and

lespond to public concems.
Preparing for concerns. We proactively prepare for

Figure 1.2-2 Key Process, Measures, & Goals for
nce & of Risks

conclrns through the key data gathered during the SPP, steps

and !, benchmarking prior to the adoption ofnew products or
equipment, and utilizing patienVstakeholder input in the

design of new systems, processes, and facilities. We
proactively engage in energy conservation. GSAM has

reduced its consumption ofboth electricity and natural gas and

recently improved our energy star rating. We deve lop

contracts to improve our recycling of paper, glass, plastic,

cans, sharps, and medical waste. Through the AHC supply

chain. we negotiate r,vith vendors who supporl and document

their recycling.

Figure 1.2-l Examples: Identifying, Anticipating, &

.Leads and participates in county and

.Community members invited to
sessions for new facilities/expansions

.Participation in local Chambers of Commerce /
Boards of Directors

.Policies for medrcal waste disposal

. Recycling/energy conservation initiatives

.Leader in Global Health and Safety Green
lnitiatives (Partner in Change Award)

.Environmentalists review plans and assist in

. Most Eenerous charity care policy

registered with RASMAS to secure
information to reduce legal risk, improve patient



Figure 1.2-3 Legal & Ethical System (LES)

EsAM Resurrato ff Sfu
' Ethical and Legal * - ' Environmental

Guidelines Scan Update

f 4dvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

and regulatory nrles. Iaws and guidelines. These originate

from both external and internal.oi."". [. During the SPP, the

ET reviews and considers the potential impact that both new

and ongoing laws and legulations will have on its operations

[. Compliance is monitored through bi-annual detailed audits,

and annual mandatory BC and HIPAA training. AHC's
confidential BC Hotline is deployed to all associates and

reinforced annually during annual associate perfonnance

reviews !. Con."*r are investigated and resolve{ by the

appropriale ET member, team, or corurnittee ffi. As

appropriate, corrective action, changes to policiesiprocedures

ani piactices are made, and annual training is up-dated ffi.
Ethics standards are also applied during the SPP to balance

stakeholder interests I l. I b(2)].
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l,2c Societal Responsibilities' Support
Communities and Community Health
1.2c(l) We use ruultiple stakeholder and community listening
posts as inputs into the SPP, steps l[, to address the societal

well being of our community. GSAM considers

environmental impact on the cornmunity as evidenced though

activities discussed in fFigure 1.2-l]. GSAM's GREEN TEAM

implements multiple strategies to conserve energy and recycle

through means that assures the protection ofthe environrnent.

tn keeping with our mission, we also view societal well-being
and community health as providing care for those without the

ability to pay. In addition, GSAM actively participates in

Access DuPage, an innovative cornmunity health approach

through which GSAM prin.rary care physicians and specialists

provide care to the uninsured population and GSAM provides

all diagnostic tcsts and treatment without charge. Community
fairs, screenings, immunizations, a hospital food pantry for
associates, and financial/in-kind gifts also support

environnrental, social, and econonric systems [Figure 7.6-12].

1.2c(2) GSAM's systematic Support of Key Commttnities

process [Figure 1.24] is used to determine key colnmunities

and prioritize the areas of support. We revalidate our

comrnunity selection during the SPP based on market

information, listening posts. and a community needs

assessment I and determine the aligned criteria that rvill be

used to strpport our involvement [. We deltne our key

community as the 17 cotnmunities in our Primary Service

Area. Criteria aligned with cotnmunity health needs and
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Key processes, measures and goals. Key processes,

neasures, and goals for compliance and addressing risks

associated with our sen'ices and operations are listed in Figure

I .2-2 and results are reported in Figures 7 .6-6 and 7 .6-8.

1.2b(2) Integrated with our MVP, ethical behavior in all

interactions is prornoted and ensured through the Lcgul and

Figure 1.24 Support of Key Communities
Ethicals-rslerr (LES) [Figure 1.2-3] and monitored through

defined indicators [Figures 7.6-6, '1 .6-8]. The hospital is

influenced by, and must comply with, nttmerous legal, ethical,

lnputs
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GSAM priorities is applied to needs and requests !. We solicit
requests from service line leaders to ensure that we identif,'
what we want to support and evaluate additional unanticipated

requests for support fi'om the commnnity $ [. ntt requests are

screened against the established criteria with additional

consideration given to ensure that we utilize our cofe

competency of building lo.vol relationships with those who are

critical to delivering care in our cotnmunities. The impact of

f Advocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

support is determined through the community benefit database

$,-analysis of disbursements, and an annual process review @.

GSAM contributes to improving our communities by all ET

mernbers having multiple involvements on local boards; as

well as the professional nursing staff, medical staff, and other

members of the workforce actively participating in numerous

service and professional organizations.

Strategic Planning
2.la Strategy Development Process
2.1a(1) GSAM's ET is responsible for conducting the I l-step
Strategic Planning Process (SPP) r,r'hich occurs in four phases

[Figure 2.1-1] over the time period aligned with our fiscal year
(January-December). The SPP has undergone multiple cycles
of improvement including narrowing the foctts of ottr
organizational challenges, defining process handoffs (Nursing,

Finance, IT), clarifying outputs of each phase, and more

forn.rally engaging physicians and GC members in the process.

Figure 2.1-l defines the SPP steps. Figure 2.1-2 surnmarizcs

the participants, data inputs/otltputs for each phase/step.

Figure 2.1-t Step Str4tegic Planning Process (SPP)

analysis outputs become inputs into Phase 2 of planning -
Strategy Development.

Strategy Development (Phase 2) occurs from June

6=1h,il, through September. During this phase, the ET

F3=ffi reaffirms our MVP, otlr core competency,
'--.JLlorgunizational challenges and advantages. and our
success factors $. Stratcgic objectives by pillar are set and

goals are outlined !. these outcomes set the context for
communicating GSAM's short- and longer-tenn direction to

all stakeholders in order to develop tnore eft'ective annual

operating budgets during step @.

Blind spots are identified throughout the SPP by' l)
securing diverse perspectives (including physicians, GC, and

AHC); 2) multiple levels of SWOT
analysis; and 3) our environtnental
scan. The ET evaluates these blind
spots and takes action accordingly.
Iiuring step $. the ET systcnratically
reviews, and revalidates our core

conlpetency. Our core competency is

detennined and revalidated throu-qh,

l) reviewing our MVP: 2)

brainstorming our organizational
streugths: 3) evaluating our strategic
advantages (historical, current, and

future) and determining if they are

short- or longer-term, and 4)
reviewing our competitive offerings.
Finally, we ask ourselves v,hat is lhe
'one thing' thut hcts helped us achieve
success? Once our core competency
is determined or reaffirmed we test its
validity by asking, 1) Does this

competency allow us access to a

variety of markets? 2) Does it make a

significant contribution to our patient

and stakeholders? and 3) Is it difficult
to replicate? Follorving these repeatable

revisions and reaffirmation of our core#S*E Every January, the formal Business Analysis

\-'11 ' /tptrase l.) for the next calendar year begins. During
this-tffise, the ET reviews the previous 1'ear's perlortnance.

organizational challenges, and priorities [. A comprehensive

enirironrnental ,"^r, ! .o.u."t our patient/stakeholder interests

are identihed, evaluated,. and addressed in our strategic
planning cycle. Directors and the ET cornplete three levels of
SWOT analysis: 1) the ET for each pillar, 2) directors for their
respective service lines; and 3) the ET for the hospital as a

whole !. The completed SWOTs are merged and reviewed to

confirm (and validate) the alignment with oul key strategic

challenges and advantages [Figure 2.1-4]. The business

for our competitors
steps has resulted in
competency.

Strategic challenges are identified in the Business Analysis
phase, steps ll{ of the SPP. Data inputs [Figure 2.1-3] guide

the ET to create a comprehensive list of challenges. This list is
then prioritized and becomes the organizational challenges

that drive the strategy development for our future

sustainability [Figure P.2-3].

January - June

Health Care. All Rights Reserved,



re2.l-2 SPP Phases:

Business analysis
outputs

&E
(Figure 2.1-3)

S Rdvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

collected and analyzed during
Strategy Development (Phase 2). We
evaluate our ability to execute the
strategic plan during steps ffi of the

SPP as goals are developed.
Organizational leaders give feedback
on the proposed targets/stretch goals

to ensure that they are realistic.
Ongoing evaluation of our ability to
execute the strategic plan occurs

through SL systematic reviews of
organizational performance and any
n"i.rrury course corrections, srep ft
ofthe SPP.

2.lb Strategic Objectives
2.1b(l) Our key strategic objectives,
the most important goals associated
with those objectives. and the
timetable for accomplishing them are

summarized in Figure 2.1-4 (2009)
and Figure 2.1-5 (.2012).

2.Lb(2) GSAM's strategic objectives
are linked to our strategic challenges

and advantages as shown in Figure P.2-3 and Figure 2.1-4.

Our Strategic Challenges identified during the SPP are

aligned to the .) Success Factors that drive how we identiff
our + Strategic Advantages that assists us in identifying
what distinguishes us in our market leading to tlre

identification 'of our 4 Core Competency and our *
Strategic Objectives which drive our $ short/longer term
Action Plans and Measures.

GSAM's strategic objectives address opportunities for
innovation through the SPP process. First, SPP goals at the

hospital and department level increase and become more
challenging every year. We must continually improve and

innovate our processes, programs, services, and business

model in order to achieve the sfetch goals.

Our strategic advantages fFigure P.2-3] are also determined
in the Business Analysis phase of the SPP when wc review our
intemal capabilities and the data inputs.

Planning horizons. Our short-term planning horizon is l-3
years. Oul longer-term planning horizon is 3-5 years. The
short-term horizon was set based on AHC's planning cycle,
and our need to integrate the plan with ever-changing
healthcare and financial environments. Longer-term horizons
are based on the need to allow adequate timeframes for the
implementation of projected new projects/facilities. 3-5 years

also coincides with the Centers of Excellence renewal cycles.

2.la(2) We address key SPP factors that result in our
comprehensive strategic plan. These factors are listed in
Figure 2.1-3, 48, u"na represent the data and information

2.1-3 Data Analvsis into SPP

t;;lf:'i?;j u 1ttti41 i ir. | :rulr| r/;;.t:'!t1r1\:ttwllt lfiti,

A
swoT

Analysis

.ET

. Service Line
Directors (SLD)

Surveys, Research, lndustry Scans, Relationships, Market
Intelligence, Vendors

frend Analysis, Benchmark & Statistical
Jomparisons, Blind Spots

tit Technology

.ET

. SLD

.AHC IT

. Vendors

Data Availability & Access Sysfem [4.2a(2)] (AOS) y'arious, Technology Blind Spots

0 Markets
.ET
. SLD

igure 3.1-1 Program / Service ldentification Process
igure 3.1-2 L/sfenlng Posts

Zip Code Market Analysis, Marketplace Blind
Spots

E

tiervtces
Patient /

Stakeholder
Preferences

.ET

. SLD

:igure 3.1-1 Program / Service ldentification Process
:igure 3.1-2 Llsten,ng Posts
:igure 3.1-34 Patient/ Stakeholder Relationship System

Service and Program Analysis, Listening Post
Analysis

E Competition .ET
. SLD

rigure 3"1-1 Program / Service ldentification Process
:igure 3.1-2 Llsfenlng Posts

Trend Analysis, Physician Splitter Analysis,
Competitive Blind Spots

E Regulatory
.ET
. SLD
. Vendors

=igure 1.2-2 Key Process, Measures, and Goals for
3ompliance and Addressing of Risks

Gap Analysis, Statistical Sampling, Audits &
Review, Mock Surveys, Concurrenl Review,
Reoulatorv Blind SDots

G Sustainability .Ail
Stakeholders

1. 1 a(3) Sustainability factors
Figure 4.1-3 Organizational Performance Revlews

Balanced Scorecard, Trend Analysis,
Sustainability Blind Spots

ilt
lrl

Abality to
Execute

.Alt
Stakeholders

Figure 2.1-3 Data lnputs / Analysis into SPP
Fioure 4.2-2 Knowledae Manaqement Mechanlsms

Balanced Scorecard, PDSA, Trend Analysis,
Ooerational Blind Soots
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Improvement and innol'ation are requirernents of leaders as a
part of the GSLS [Figure l.l-1, 6] and includes ongoing
benchmarking to identiff best practices. As we implement
innovations and they influence our results, they often are
adopted by other AHC facilities, and/or become national
showcases. Innovations, and their scope of impact, are

systematically inventoried and sone examples are shou'n in
Figure 2.1-6, additional examples and details are available on
site (Aos).

Every strategic objective is linked to and addresses our
current core competency [Figure P.2-3]. For example, our
achievement of excellence in health outcomes builds
relationships with our physicians and patients. Annual
revalidation in the SPP ofour strategic advantages ensures that
our core competency is relevant and any additional future core
competencies that are important to our customers/market are
identitled. Future core competencies are also considered
during the Business Analysis phase of the SPP when past
performance, competitorimarket data, and the environmental
scan is reviewed.

We ensure that our strategic objectives balance short- and

longer-term challenges and opportunities by closely aligning
eaclr strategic objective to an individual strategic challenge.
Strategic challenges are identified through a systematic
scanning of the market and adjusted to future needs as they
energe. We ensure that our strategic objectives consider and
balance the needs of all key stakeholders through our pillar
structure, the annual 'balancing of stakeholder needs' during
the SPP process (step [) when weights are attached to goals.
and through our balanced report card.

Figure 2.1-6 GSAM lnnovations & Level of Impact

2.2 Strategy Deployment

SAdvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

Development Plan. This plan identifies current and ftrture
needs for medical, surgical, and primary care physicians based
on the populations we serve and the inevitable health care
changes ofthe future.

2.2a(2) Developing action plans. Once goals are finalized
during step $ of ttre SPP, short-term action plans to achieve
the goals are developed by the ETlpillar leaders with input
lrom key leaders. Longer-term action plans are reviewed at
this time and modified as necessary. Individual departments
and/or key flrnctions (HR, IT, Nursing) then develop plans to
support the overall hospital goals and objectives.

Deploying action plans. Hospital goals and corresponding
action plans are deployed (cascaded) throughout the
organization during step p of the SPP. This cascading process
from AHC down to the GSAM's frontline leaders and
departrnents is tailored to reflect each leader/department's
ability to impact the goal results. Final goals and weightings
are electronically deployed to each leadel through the
Leadership Goal Deployment Worksheet. Leaders then
populate the electronic goal achievement database, the
Advocate Management Systeln (AIvlS), with thc
goals/weightings for monthly and annual revierv. Department
leaders create action plans that will assist thern in achieving
their specific goals. Both hospital and department goals and
corresponding action plans are then communicated to frontline
staff through departrnental meetings, standardized pillar
boards, ongoing manager communication. and annual
performance evaluations with staft'. Strategic objectives, goals,
and action plans are communicated to key stakeholders, such
as physicians, duiing the monthly MEC meeting. via the
physician newsletter, Medical Director meetings, and the APP
board meetings. Key partners (ACL Labs) have specific goals
and targets. Collaborators, such as schools who provide
candidates for positions, receive infonnation about actions
plans (e.g. hiring needs) through meetings as appropriate.

During Phase 4 of the SPP - Strategy Achievement and
Improvement, we ensure that the key outcomes of our action
plans can be sustained through our systematic organizational
performance reviews in our Performance lv{easurement
Slsren (PMES) [Figure 4.1-l]. As a part of the PMES. the ET
meets weekly and reviervs in-process and outcotne indicators
of pcrformance to evaluate action plan effectiveness. In
addition, our President distributes the organizational report
card monthly to all leaders, the MEC, GC. and AHC SL.

Action plans are required when performance falls short ol
targets at either the organizational and unit level.

2.2a(3) To ensure that financial and other resources are
available to support the accomplishment of our action plans
while meeting current obli-sations, the hospital incorporates its
action plans (both short term and long term) into thc
development ofthe annual budget and five-year financial plan
during step @ of the SPP. These budgets are established at

income levels that will support current obligations, future
capital spending requirements, and AHC's culrent "AA" bond
rating. Financial and budget requirements are then reconciled
with action plans to determine what resources can be

attributed to the action plans each year.

,-11--r 2.2a(l\ Figwes 2.1-4 and.2.1-5 list GSAM's key

&gB!A shorl- and longer tetm action plans associated

with our short- and longer-term goals. A planned
short-term change includes a collaborative

agreement to establish more robust cancer treatrnents for our
patients based on their research-based protocols. Key longer-
term changes include the expansion of our ambulatory
services. This change deploys our services through additional
OP facilities into the commirnities that we serve; it addresses

our organizational challenge of 'heary competition within
both our primary and secondary markets.' Another anticipated
longer-term change is the retirement of physicians in our
market, particularly primary care physicians. To address this
need and our strategic challenge of'physicians as partners and

competitors,' we are implernenting a Medical Staff

lmpact

\dvocate Physician Partners (P.2b) (business

nodel)
X X X

lardiac Alert (health care services) X X X

)eer lnterviewing (operations) X

lommunication, Collaboration, Critical Thinking
rhvsician/nurse learninq event (operations)

X X

levenue Cycle Compass (operations) X X X

3oal Setting Process (business model /
rperations)

X X

l0



The ET annually reviews and prioritizes action plans in
terms of financial feasibility, human resource needs,

regulatory requirements, and operational achievability. Those
ofhighest value are allocated budgetary resources. A full risk
assessment (financial, operational, and regulatory) is included
in the ET r-eview of the proposed components of the action
plans through the PMES [Figure 4.1-l]. Ongoing managing of
risks occurs through regular updates to the ET from the

sponsoring vice president and/or director. Any variances and

gaps are reported, and corrective steps are taken to bring the

initiative back to the planned performance.
We fund our priorities via the operating budget and our

long-term operating plan. This process has allowed us, even in

a very challenging economy, the ability to fund Baldrige

initiatives, expand our executive coaching, fund an anti-
coagulation team, engage in a NSQIP annual contract, and

provide donations to key partners. Budgets are tight yet we are

continuing to fund investments for our luture while achieving
a respcctable operating malgin.

2,2a(4\ Systernatic reviews (daily, weekly.
monthly, quarterly) of organizational perfotnrance

measures fFigure 4.l-3] directs the ET to establish
action plans. Rapid deployment and

execution of new plans or key decisions occurs through the

cascading/deployment process [2.2a(1)] and through SL
communication mechanisms [Figure 1. l-2].

2.2a(5) Key HR/ra'orkforce plans to acconplish our short- and

longer-term strategic objectives and action plans are listed in
Fignres 2.1-4 and 2.1-5. These workforce plans include: the

implementation of the new on-boarding process, Residency
Program redesign, staffing for the care model and new

imaging center, charge RN boot camp, nursing matrix
implementation, and leadership development. The workforce

ft Rdvocate Good Samaritan Hospital

plans are createcl in step $ ofthe SPP and support the hospital
goals and action plans. The workforce plans include any
changes to staffing (capacity) and training (capability) that are

required to achieve hospital goals/plans.

2.2a(6) Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-5 outline the key performance
measures (indicators) for tracking the achievernent and

effectiveness of our action plans. The measures are selected

during the SPP utilizing a systematic process [Figure 4.1-1,
.t.p I a !]. fn" action plan tneastlrement system reinforces

organizational alignment through our balanced pillar approach

for goal setting. The systematic sharing of results with all key

deployment areas occurs through monthly updating of
department pillar boards, the hospital President's monthly
email oi the organizational report card, posting of results on
the G2G intranet, presentations at LDIs and associate forums,
and through other established courmunication mechanisms

[Figure 1.1-2].

2.2b Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-5 indicate GSAM's performance
projections for both short- and longer-term planning horizons.
These projections are determined through, l) analysis of
cument perfonrrance and projecting stretch improvement

targets, 2) establishing targets at top decile performance,

where applicable, 3) through AIIC requirements, 4)
industry/regulatory changes, and/or 5) market research,

benchmarking, and other comparative data. We compare our
projected performance to that of our competitors through

scanning available, publically reported inforrnation (e.g.

clinical and financial). Key benchrnarks, goals and the revierv

of past performance are utilized rvhen setting projections. Any
current or projected gaps in perlbrmance against our
competitors are addressed by moditying action plans,

|1:ffij:i 
irnprovement teams, and allocating necessary

Customer Focus
3.la Health Care Service Offerings and Support
3.1a(1) Health care service oftbrings and programs to meet the

requirements and exceed the expectations of our patients'

stakeholder groups, and market segments are identified
through the Program/Sen'ice ldentification Process [Figure
3.1-11. Listening post data ffi. an analysis of our existing
programs and services, and the SPP environmental scan are

used to determine if patient/stakeholder requirements are

being met, and to identifu opportunities for new

services/progru.. [{. The use of both internal and external

listening post data ensures that we identifu offerings to attract

new patient/stakeholders and opportunities to expand

relationships with existing patients/stakeholders. Innovation of
health care service offerings begins with our openness to

anylall ideas followed by extensive benchrnarking and

engaging a diverse group of stakeholders in the design of the

n.* -progrun'rs/scrvices 
fl. rtt" process of identiffing and

innovating new programs and services is reviewed annually

during SPP.

3.1a(2) Key mechanisms to support the use of our health care

services and enable patientsistakeholders to seek inforrnation
are systematically determined through analysis of data from

our listening posts [Figure 3.2-l]. Data are aggregated by

tistening post owners and utilized by service line leaders and

the ET during the SPP SWOT analysis. Our key means of
patient/stakeholder support, including key communication
mechanisms, are summarized in Figure 3.1-2 and vary for

Figurc 3.1-l Program / Service ldentification Process

Elnternaf TyesI li;;ki;;"" n sPP l-'
E-erirtins l' tistening I - erogram u"?t"
Proqrams --.1 Posts 5.1 t :-"-*1"" - Reouirements
& swices I E External I ()fierlng '),lListeninolAnalysis

t) _- " J tCi^"r^t1-11 rNo+ posts - (Figure 2.1-1) 
I

3.2a(1); 1.2c t

^J1,1',i$"il-"* "nfln"o -iq".,J;:*" 
[]j:i# 

"'
ftProgram/ - Approvt

Service
No
)te Health Care. All Rights Res€Ned

different patients, market segments, and stakeholders. Patient

and stakeholder support requiretnents are also determined

through the analysis of listening post data' The key

mechanisms and support requirements are reviewed annually

ll



during the SPP by senice line leaders [Figure 2.1-1, g].
Support requirements are deployed to all people involved in
paticnt/stakeholder support through:
. Standards of Behavior. Our standards integrate support

requirements of patients/stakeholders. For example, one
support requirernent is easy navigation tluough our facility.
This requirement is a behavior standard requiri4g the
workforce to walk those in need to their destination.

. Training and orientation. Key words in specific
interactions (caregiver introductions, blood draws,
transporting of patients, communication with physicians)
which meet patienVstakeholder requirements are taught;

. Postings on bedside rvhiteboards. During the admission
process, inpatients identify their expectations/needs
(requirements) which are written on their bedside
whiteboards. Caregivers use them to meet individual patient
needs. During nurse leader rounds, patients are asked how
well their requirernents are being met.

. Process design. Support requirements are also integated
into work and support processes. Patient/stakeholder input is
obtained when processes are being designed [Figure 6.2-1,
rt.p [1 to eniur" the overall process meets support
requirements.

3.ta(3) Our approaches to identifo and innovate service
offerings for providing paticnt/stakeholder support are kept
current through: 1) the annual analysis ofthe listening posts

during the SPP. 2) internal teams that conduct benchmarking,
monitor local press, and review prof-essional literature, 3) the
identification of best practices through attendance at

conferences. and 4) continual up-dates rvith our partners and

vendors u'ho provide information on innovative products and
programs.

3.1b(l) Our core competency of building loyal relationships
requires that we create a organizational cultlre that ensures a

consistently positive patient/stakeholder experience and

contributes to customer engagement. This culture is created

through:
r Our Standards of Behavior that address patient

requirements such as 'friendly stafl and 'prompt service'.
All job candidates are required to sign a commitlnent to

{! Advocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

these standards. The standards are taught in orientation and
reinforced during annual performance reviews.

. Orientation when our President introduces new associates
to our vision to provide an exceptional patient experience,
shares stories of superior service/care, and sets the

expectation of customer el-lgagement.
. The GSLS in rvhich all leaders spend time understanding

stakeholder requirements, role modeling, and rnotivating
associates to provide an exceptional patient experience.

. Patient satisfaction targets and stretch goals at the

hospital/unit level and weekly review ofsatisfbction data at

all levels.

' Integrating patient/stakeholder requirements into the

design and evaluat'ion of work systems and processes

[Figures 6.1-1 and 6.2-1].
. Collaboration behveen caregivers (including physicians) on

the delivery ofpatient-focused care. The care team works to
integrate processes (e.g. patient handoffs between

deparhnents) to ensure a continuity from the patient's
perspective.

. Specific patient and stakeholder-focused techniques have

been adooted which include the Five Fundamentals of
Service (AIDETSM). 'key words at key times,' hourly
rounding, discharge calls, and leader rounding. These

techniques enhance the engagement of our customers in
every interaction.
The Peibrmttnce Munetgement Svstent (PMS) fFigure 5.1-

2l reinforces our patient/stakeholder-focused culture by
evaluatin-e each workforce member on their demonstration of
the Standards of Behavior during hisiher annual performance

review and during High-Middle-Low (HML@) conversations.
The achievement of patient satisfaction goals are an objective
part of each leader's performance evaluation. In addition,
recognition practices are used to acknowledge
patient/stakeholder-focused behaviols IFigure 5. I -3].

The lVorkforc:e Learning and Development System [WLDS]
[Figure 5.1-4] also reinforces our culture of service.
Associates are trained in specific patient/stakeholder-focused

tecl.rniques (e.g. hotuly rounding. AIDETSM. SBAR) during
orientation, and leaders develop the competency of building
and managing relationships. Tools and job aids are utilized as

a part of the training and as reminders rvhen on the job.

Refinements to these approaches and formal refiesher courses

occur in response to patient/stakeholder satisfaction data.

The approach to building a patient/stakeholder culture is
reviewed annually by the ET and the ExcEPTIoNAL PATIENT

ExPERIENCE Colvlttrtsc (EPEC). EPEC. comprised of leaders

(physician, nursing, non-nursing), analyzes the aggregated

data, and develops strategies to make improvements
throughout the organization. The evalttations of our approach

have resulted in multiple cycles of improvement including the

adoption of physician boolanarks (professional profiles) used

on inpatient units to introduce and foster confidence in
physicians, the refining of the hourly rounding approach, and

improvements to the shift r'epoft.

3.1b(2) Relationships with patients and stakeholders are built
and rnanaged systernatically through the Patient/Stakeholder
Relarionship Sirsren [Figure :.t]ll. Stepg]p focus on

acquiring new patients/stakeholders. steps ffi gives us the

Patient Relations
(Ail)
Clinical Liaisons (All)
Letter / fax / e-mail /
phone (All)
Post visit card (OP)
MVP nominations
(Ail)
Discharge calls
(rP,ED)
Press-Ganey survey
0P,oP,ED)

classes, calls
(rP,sT)
Letter / fax / e-mail /
phone (All)

Brochures, press,
billboards, website
(A[)
Public-reporting web
sites (All)
Physician
Sales/Marketing(ST)

outpatient facilities
Centralized Scheduling
(rP,oP)
Health Advisor (All)
Emergency responders
(ED)
Access DuPage (ST)
Medical interpreters
(Ail)
Telecommunication
Device for the Deaf
(Ail)

=lnpatients OP:Outpatients ED:EmergencyDepartment
ST : Stakeholders ( families, insurers, health care provr
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opporftrnity to meet their requirements, and steps 5{ focus on

inueasing patient/stakeholder engagernent through repeated

Figure 3.1-3 Patient /Stakeholder Relationship System

e9(tff
@-

$ Advocate Good Samaritan Hospital

stage. This approach is also utilized to build relationships with
associates, physicians, and donors (AOS). The
Patienl/Stakeholder Relatiottship System is deployed through
LDls, workshops, frontline leader training, orientation, and

team meetings.

3. lb(3) Approaches for creating a patient/stakeholder-focused
culture and building relationships are kept cunent through an

annual review during the SPP patient satisfaction pillar
SWOT. New apptoaches are identified and considered
through, (l) affiliations with large consultative gtoups wl.ro

have access to ideas and national best practices for building
patient loyalty, and (2) partnerships with national
organizations that provide benchmark practices such as IHI,
Press-Ganey, the Advisory Board, and llealthStream.

3.2 Voice of the Customer
3.2a(l) GSAM understands and listens to patients through our
established Listening Posrs [Figure 3.2-l]. The collection and

analysis of a wide-spectrum of listening post data provides
actionable information to support changes in our health care

services and patient/stakeholder support. For example,
feedback from families ofsurgery patients indicated that they
wanted ongoing access to information about their family
member and that they did not want to wait for hours in the

confines of the waiting room. In response, we implemented an

electronic board for instant access to information on the status

of the surgery and an accompanying pager giving family
members the freedom to leave the waiting area. To obtain
feedback on'new or changed programs/services specific
questions are crafted and integrated into oul systematic
rounding.

gu7'"ha'
9I GSAM \-Wry

@ew

-Po-@'-
VQln^ e 2010 Advocar€ Hoafth car€. s Rishrs Rese,ved-"(g@@m@

service excellcnce visit after visit. Defined tools, practices.

and behaviors help us move customers from one stage to the

next. Figure 3.1-4 outlines specific practices to build
relationships with patients. For example. we begin building
relationships with those who have not heard about or have not
yet tried GSAM through billboards, community education, and

screenings. The effectiveness of our relationship building
techniques is determined through defined measures at each

Figure 3.1-4 Patient/Stakeholder Relationship System: Tools, Practices, Behaviors, Measures for Building Relationships
with Patients *= Listcnins Post
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Patient/Stakeholder Listeni

Listening Method

{p ndvocateCood Samaritan Hospital

con.rplaint they receive and resolve it in 'real

time' utilizing the five (5) step sen'ice recovery

process E. fo recover patient confidence and

enhance satisfaction and engagement, all

associates have the ability to access t'inancial

resources up to $250 and/or request additional

assistance through their supervisor or Patient

Relations !. Patient Relations is a central point

for the receipt of complaints, escalated

complaints, and any complaints that cannot be

resolved at the point of care. They electronically
log the complaint which sends an ilnmediate alert

to the appropriate leader(s), coordinate the inter-

fllnctional responses, and document the

resolution $. e formal appeal process exists for
patients if typical resolution strategies do not

recover patient confidence.
The database classification systell'ls allows tts

to aggregate, trend, and analyze complaint.slvhich

u." i.li.rueo at monthly EPEC meetingt ffi. fl.
classification system allows us to aggregate

complaints by key partners (physicians, ACL
labs). This allows focused improvements

throughout our organization and by our partners.

Trended complaints are also reviewed along with

satisfaction measures. This allows us to develop a

rnore complete picture of patient and stakeholder

levels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction and

The listening posts vary for difTerent patients, groups, and

segments as shown in Figure 3.2-1. Listening posts are utilized

during each stage ofthe patienvstakeholder relationship as

shown in RED in Figure 3.1-4. Leaders utilize listening post

infonnation/data to understand stakeholder requiremeuts as a

part of the GSLS, step E.
We proactively follow up with patients and stakeholders on

the quality of services and support to obtain real time

information through systematic leader rounding and caregiver

rounding. Post service follow up occurs through discharge

calls and ca[[s to patients who had less than an exceptional

experience if indicated on PG survey or OP comment cards'

3,2a(2'S Actionable information and feedback from former and

potential patients/stakeholders, as well as patients/stakeholders

ol competitors, is obtained through the established listening

posts [Figure 3.2-l]. The Consumer Tracking Survey is

generally conducted every two (2) years with a cross section

of our Primary Service Area (PSA) population. The survey

lesults provide actionable inlbrmation on how our health care

services are viewed in comparison to otu competitors by

former and potential patients/stakeholders and

patients/stakeholders of competitors [Figure 7.2-25]'

Participation in the Hospital Consumer Assessment of
Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) provides

information about the support and transactions patients receive

at competitor hospitals [Figure 7.2-20]'

3.2a(3) Patient and stakeholder complaints are managed and

resolved through the 6-step Complaint Management Process

[Figtrre 3.2-2]. To resolve complaints pl'omptly and

effectively, associates are trained and empowered to 'own' a

begin identification of root causes of dissatisfaction.

Figure 3.2-2 Complaint Management Process

Concern O 2O1O Advocte Health Care. All Rights Reserved

E,,l*ilrl:,I Listening and j
Learning Posts i

. Figure 3.1-2-""

A utitizelervice
i Recovery: Steps,
r Tools, and/or Patient

Relations

E
I Assess Urgency of

I Gomplaint

l- 1. tisten
I z. lpotogize

Document
Resolution or Outcome

3. Fix the Problem

4. ThankCustomer
5. Follow-up

Annual Evaluation
and lmprovement
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3.2b(l) Patient/stakeholder satisfhction and engagement are

determined through a systematic l0-step Clrstomer
Salis/Ltction lufeasurement Process (AOS). Our prirnary forrnal
quantitative assessment, the Press-Ganey (PC) national
survey, is tailored for each patient segment (lP, OP, ED) and

used across all main services. In addition, HCAIIPS is utilized
for IP [3.2a(2)]. In steps 1-2, results are reported and ernailed
weekly to all leaders through satisfaction / engagement
scorecards that compare our results to targets for the hospital
and each unit. Unittargets are addressed through unit-specific
initiatives while house-wide targets are addressed through
initiatives deterrnined by EPEC and service teams/task forces
in steps 5-8. Initiatives are monitored for effectiveness, and we

review our survey approach annually when customized
questions on the survey are revalidated or changed in steps 9
and 10. This process is augmented by other listening post data

that differ by patientistakeholder group and market segment as

illustrated in Figure 3.2-1. This provides both qualitative and

quantitative information to ensure a more comprehensive
understanding of what is important to otrr patients and

stakeholders. Inlbrmation tionr these analyses are shared

through systematic communication and knowledge sharing
mechanisms [Figure l.l-2; Figure 4.2-2] enabling its use for
improvement throughout the organization and with our
partners.

3.2b(2\ We obtain information on our patients' satisfaction
relative to their satisfaction with our competitors through the

Consumer Tracking Survey, community health events, and

other listening posts. The satisfaction of our physicians
relative to their experience at our competitor hospitals is
obtained through the annual physician survey [Figure 7.2-17].
Physicians also provide qualitative information about their
satisfaction with GSAM relative to our competitors through
the physician support statl Medical Directors, VP of Medical
Management, ET, and during systematic meetings with our
PHvsICIAN SALES AND MARKETTNG Trau. The comparative
patient and stakeholder satisfaction information is used to
make improvements to meet requirements and exceed

expectations.
We obtain information on our patient/stakeholders'

satisfaction relative to the satisfaction of patients/stakeholdels
of other organizations offering similar healthcare services and

healthcare industry benchmarks through the PG survey rvhich

lneasures satisfaction relative to other healthcare organizations
in the large PG national database. Raw scores and percentiles

are utilized to understand our perfomrance level and how it
compares with other organizations providing similar
healthcare services. The HCAHPS survey conlpares GSAM
on nationally standardized survey questions for inpatients

enabling us to track performance relative to our competitors.

Quarterly, we also compare GSAM's satisfaction results with
other AHC hospitals. GSAM uses this comparative

satisfaction data for setting stretch goals during the SPP and in

improvement initiatives.

3.2b(3) Patient and stakeholder dissatisfaction is detenrrined
through the analysis of the PG survey (includin-e comrnents),
the pareto analysis of aggregated complaints, and a

comparison of the nurnber of corrplaints to complirnents

$ Advocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

fFigure 7.2-18). Our dissatisfaction measurements are

enhanced with qualitative information received through other
listening posts such as rounding. Trends in dissatisfaction
through these rneasurements are tned to create action plans to

better meet our patient/stakeholder requirements and exceed

their expectations in the future. EPEC analyzes the aggregate

data and develops strategies to make improvements
throughout the organization.

3.2c(l) Current and future patient/stakeholder groups and

martet segments are identified and anticipated through the

environmental scan, data inputs, and the pillar/service line

SWOTs during the Business Analysis of the SPP [Figure 2.1-
l. [S. The outputs of the Business Analysis phase [Figure
2.1-2] include identification of competitor issues and a clear
VOC. Input fiom our physicians who admit patients to GSAM
and to competitor hospitals also guide the identification of
groups and segments. In addition, our Pt{YSlctAN Sal-es ,qNo

Manrrrtlrtc TEAM meets with targeted physicians from other
hospitals to discuss rnoving thcir business to GSAM and

explore additional patient groups/malket segments that should

be considered.
We determine which patient, stakeholder groups and

market segments to pursue for current/future services through,
. the environmental scan during the SPP when we identily

socio/demographic changes, growing areas. current service
usag€, areas where health care is needed or there are

medically underserved, and through revierving listening post

data to identify potential new OP locations for expanded

access; and'
. learning rvhat our competitors are doing through

stakeholder feedback, certificate of need applications, and

the press. Communications and Government Relations
review the press daily for competitor updates. AHC
business development provides up-dates on any state

applications for expansion of services or new facilities by
others in our market.

Our analysis during the SPP of market data. patient

dernographics, physician ret'erral patterns, and an

understanding of household dynamics in healthcare literature

help us systematically select target groups.

3.2c(2\ Patient requiremcnts are determined through a

regression analysis of three years of the Press-Ganey data lor
each patient segment. Once determined, these requirements

are validated through existing listening posts (e.g. rounding)

and through market and service offering information. This

analysis occurs annually during the SPP when the patient

satisfaction pillar SWOT is condr.rcted by EPEC. Market
information is utilized to identif' and anticipate requiretnents'
For example. market data and health care service offering
information indicated that expectant mothers were selecting

other facilities based on their requirement for private rooms.

This led to GSAM's action plan to build 25 private rooms in
our Family Care Center.

We identifu and anticipate changing requirements and

expectations important to health care purchasing and

relationship decisions through: l) data inputs into the SPP

[Figure 2.1-31; 2\ litetanrre reviews: 3) conferences and

professional associations; 4) partnering with national
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associations; 5) engagement of stakeholders in planning new
facilities; 6) interviews and conversations with patients and

associate/physician stakeholders; 7) regulatory/technology up-
dates; and 8) benchmarking to identily best practices.

Changes in requirements and expectations for difTerent

patientistakeholder groups and those in dift'erent stages of
relationships with us are anticipated through, 1) the ongoing
quantitative and qualitative analysis ofour listening post data;

2) the measnres associated with our Patient/Stakeholder
Relationship,Svs/err [Figure 3.14], and through 3) physician
input obtained frorn practice utilization. the MEC, and

Medical Directors.

3.2c(3) Patient/stakeholder, market, and health care senice
offering inforrnation frorn SPP data inputs are utilized to
create focus in our marketing strategies. This includes targeted
mailings, engagement in specific community outreach
programs, and sponsoring needed health fails. For example,
market information identified the gro*'ing number of
individuals over the age of 55 in our PSA. A targeted mailing
to these individuals with health information about
colonoscopy screenings was utilized as we opened our nelv GI
Program; this marketing strategy resulted in greater than
expected numbers of new and previous patients [Figure 7.2-
241. Physicians, as stakeholders, collaborate in the

$ ndvocate Good Samaritan Hospitat

development of our community education offerings, rvhich
provide the community with critical health information while
partnering with thern in n.rarketing their physician office
practices. Patient and stakeholder information also assists

GSAM in assessing and validating or.r patient/stakeholder-
focused culture. We use this information to: reinfbrce our
Standards ol Behavior, ensure the questions during peer

interviewing effectively screen for sewice, offer targeted
service training and inrprove processes to meet

patient/stakeholder requirements [3.lb(1)]. lnnovative ideas

from physicians and associates are triaged to appropriate
leaders for exploration and possible implementation.

3.2c(4\ Our approaches for patient/stakeholder listening,
determination of satisfaction, dissatisfaction, engagement, and

how we use data are kept curent through the data reviervs
dr.rring the SPP, literature reviews, Baldrige
workshopslconf-erences, our networking. partnership r.vith the

national associations, additionsichanges to questions in our
listening posts, and through AHC resources. We leverage PG

to analyze the survey questions to ensure that the right
questions are being asked. A cycle of improvement has

included the addition ofcustornized questions to our
inpatient survey.

Measurement, Analysis and
Knowledge Management
4.1 Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement
4.1(a) Data and information for tracking daily operations and

overall organizational performance, including progress
relative to strategic objectives and action plans are selected.

collected. aligned, and integrated in steps ! and ! oi the

G SAM P e rfo rm a n c e Me a s u rem en t .$,slern (PME S) [Figure

Figure 4.1-1 Performance Measurement System (PMES)

E Annual
Results

Reviewed

I risure 2.1.1

4.1-1]. The goals and expected levels of performance
determined during the SPP drive the selection of data,

information, and rfleasures based on criteria. The criteria for
selection ensure that measures: l) meet regulatory and
stakeholder requirements; 2l are actionable; 3) sLtpport
breakthrough pertbrmance aligned with our strategic plan;
and/or 4) are critical to run the business. Selected measures
then populate the online Advocate Management System
(AMS), deparlment dashboards, and other scorecards. Data are
collected through multiple venttes including intemal patient,
clinical, financial, and HR electrouic systems such as Lawson.
Allegra, Care Connection (EMR), Midas+, and Sentac.

External systems utilized to collect data include Nursing
Compass, Revenue Cycle Compass, Press-Caney, and

Solucient@. Data are aligned and integrated through our
balanccd scorecard, the AMS, and vrrious
clinical/HR/financial/process dashboards, which allow us to
track overall organizational performance including progress

relative to our strategic objectives and action plans.

Key organizational performance measures, including key
short- and longer-term financial rneasures. are outlined in
Figures 2.14 and 2.1-5. Measures, determined annually
through our SPP, are linked to our strategic objectives and

organizational goals. Systematic revierv of data and

information by pillar: support organizational decision-making
and innovation; examples are provided in FigLre 4.1-3.

4.la(2) Once measures are selected, appropriate comparisons
to support operational and strategic decision-making and

innovation are selected through the Comparative Data
Selection Process [Figure 4.1-2]. The type ofperformance

[spP a Deployment E c"o pl"n"
Processes ffi pl projects I

Figure 2.1-1; 2.2a(21 ffieosap (as appropriate) |

u ""i;,1j;,:"-'" -- ffi *-t-":::T"h*"" J
1[PfoC_e+g AOSI - For Relevance Figure 4.1-3++

Edomparative oat-
Selection Process

Figure 4.1-3

--TPerformance Measures: .- E
€trategic Objectivesffffil:*"'- Fo"t" corection,
-Regulatory requirements -+ Analysis, &
-Listening Posts lntegration
-Key worUsupport processes
-Pl projects O 2010 Advocate Health Care. All Rights Resetued
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Figure 4.1-2 Comparative Data Selection Process

IlPerformance Measure ldentified 4.1a(1)
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Too Decile Peer Comparison igest pra-Clce

E f"*; comparison
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measurement helps identify the benchmark to pursue lf$.
Research is conducted in evidence-based literahrre, regulatory
and publicly reported databases, with cornpetitors and

suppliers, protbssional organizations, and within AHC to
iaintitr, the most approprlate comparison ${. n cycle of
improvement includes GSAM's investment and expansion of
participation in national databases (e.g. NSQIP, Solucient@,

Morehead, Press-Ganey, NDNQI) to obtain comparisons.

Once selected, the comparison is translated into target qry!

stretch targets and included in appropriate dashboards [.
Typically, top quartile goals are set for target performance and

top decile goals are set for stretch targets to drive innovation.
Eflective uses of comparative data are ensured through
integration ofcomparisons into the goal setting process during
the SPP, the development of scorecards, and required
depaftrlent performance improvement projects.

4.la(3) Our PMES is kept current with health care service

needs and directions through, l) annual/ongoing review and

evaluation of performance meastlres for relevance; 2) ongoing
application of the Baldrige criteria, benchmarking with
Baldrige recipients, Baldrige/Lincoln feedback reports; and 3)

use ofdata from paftners who benchmark nationally to secure

best in class rneasures (e.g. The Advisory Board).
We ensure that our PMES [Figure 4.1-1] is sensitive to

rapid or unexpected changes by. l) monitoring of the health

care environment through external organizations and partners,

and 2) daily/weekly/monthly and quarterly monitoring of
pcrfonnance across all pillars to look for trends and create gap

pluns us necesiu.y fFigure 4. I -1. U].

4.lb Annual review oforganizational performance takes place

in Phase 4, step l! of the SPP. Organizational perfbrmance
and capabilities are reviewed systematically as outlined in
Figure 4.1-3. The ongoing review and analysis of various
pillar dashboards, Pl indicators, action plan measures, as well

Gompantive 

-1 
@ Evaluate

I Oatabase, | &lmprove

Evatu*source E s,tct -l l
#.i,l'il;,il.t Sqlinsr;;;i'p.1ileni

Grl.rtT"p to% , ElsJstretch Goal 
i
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lD / lmplement Best Practices

Populate Scorecard

Figure 4.1-3 Examples: Organizational Performance Review / Fact-based Decision-Making

Monthly data, plus:
Patient Satisfaction
(Er, D, M, F)
Leadership action
plans (ET, D, M)

Associate
Satisfaction - (GC,

ET, D, M, F)
Physician Loyalty
Survey (GC, P, ET,
D,M)

Revenues (ET, D, M)
Cash Collections
(RCT, ET)

. Productivity (ET, D, M)

. Financial (GC, MEC,
ET, D, M)

. Patient Satisfaction
(ET, D, M, F)

. Clinical Outcomes (GC, P, ET, D,

M)
. Mortality/Complication (GC,P,ET,

' Patient Safety Dashboard
(GC,Er,D)

. crowth Dashboard (ET, D)
Org Report Card (GC, P, ET, D, M)

Clinical State of
the Unit Report
(M,F)
Volumes (ET, D)
Revenues (ET,
D, M)
Unit hourly
rounding (M)

Gc=Governing Council ET=Executive Team P=Physicians D=Director M=Manager F=Frontline Staff
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as qualitative feedback allows us to obtain a true picture of our during data ,Iput E exist ensuring that the information [l and

p..ior*un.. and capability to achieve our short- and longer- knowledge Q obtained from .the data possess the sane

ieln goals. Organizationai revie*s are conducted rveekly by properties. For example, our data is kept accurate through

the Ei, monthiy by directors at the CLTNICAL INTEGRATToN database design, which includes drop down menus, check

COUNC|L (CIC), the physician MEDICAL EXECUTIVE boxes, task lists, and standard forms. High levels of acctuacy

CoMtvflTTEE (MEC) una th" Governing Council (GC). The at the point of data entry results in the prevention of

established communication rnechaniims fFigure ,1.1-2] medication elrors, adverse drug events, and fewer

support the dissemination of the organizatiois performance reimbursement denials. Those results translate into higher

results. Monthly the president emails the organizational quality decisions, improved patient safety, and positive

scorecard to the GC, physician leaders, and all hospital linancial retums.

leaders. In turn, hospital leaders post organizational results on
4.2a(2) Needed data and infonr.ration are nlade available to

oillar boards to deplov restrlts to ftontline stafT.

Figure 4.1-3 E outlines examples of analyses we

oerform (or have vendors perform) to ensure that our

conclusions are valid Q. fn" systematic review of
performance (daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and

annually) and accompanying analysis are used to assess

organizational success and progress relative to our

strategic objectives and action plans by comparing our

performance to established targets and stretch goals. We

actively seek out and utilize comparisons of out

performance relative to competitors and comparable

organization.
Our organization's ability to respond rapidly to

changing organizational needs and challenges in our

operating environtnent results from the frequent review of
data critical to our success and ottr abiliry to quickly
initiate gaplaction plans [Figure 4.1-l' f]. Decisions rnade

at weekly ET meetings are cascaded to the Directors who

work with their division leaders or process owners to

create a plan, make a change, monitor, and report back.

Measures are adjusted as needed and reflected in the

ongoing GSAM performance review cycles'

4.1c As a part of the PMES [Figure 4.1-1. 6]
organizational perforn-nnce reviews translate into

priorities for continuous and breakthrough improvement

Figure 4.2-1 Examples: Data, lnformation, & Knorvledge

Quality System (details AOS)

when results for established goals fall short of target'

Opportunities for innovation are often identified when reviews

reveal gaps between targeted and stretch goals or when

performince falls shot of best in class' These priorities and
-opportunities 

are deployed through the GSLS [Figure 1.1-l] to

eniure alignrnent and enable effective support and decision-

making. Methods include l:l monthly supervisory mcctings,

monthiy division meetings, staff department meetings, and

LDIs. Following annual review of performance, the priorities

and opportunities are incorporated into the next year's SPP

and deployed to work groups and functionallevel operations

through the cascading of goals. Suppliers are briefed on

priorities and opportunities through the AHC Supply Chain

meetings and processes. Priorities, opportunities' and

scorecards are presented monthly to our physician

stakeholders through the MEC, various physician committees'

and the Medical Directors who utilize the results in their areas

and determine strategies to improve or support achievement'

4.2a Data,lnformation, and Knowledge Management
4.2a(l'l The key properties of accurate, reliable' timely, secure

and confidential information arc ensured through the

approaches and processes outlined in Figure 4.2-1. Safeguards

associates, physicians, and other stakeholders through the I l-
step Data Availttbility and Access S-rulen [AOS]. Needs are

identit'ied through various sources inch'rding our SPP

(regulatory, clinical, HR, patient, financial), physician IT

surveys, and innovations. The GSAM PROJECT MANAGEMENT

OFFICE (PMO), comprised of physicians, the President, ET

members, IT leaders, clinical informatics leaders, and other

key leaders, cletennines if an identified dataiinforrnation need

has AHC implications or if it is specific to GSAM. System

needs are brought to the AHC PMO rvhich includes GSAM

PMO rnembers and are considered for inclusion in the AHC

IT Roadmap for patient information systems, HR systems,

Clinical Management systems, or Financial systems'

Data/information needs unique to GSAM are integrated into

the GSAM IT Roadmap and monthly work plans' Future

needs for new applications are met through purchases and/or

development.
Needed data and information are available through

network attached and wireless computers, Voice Over Intemet

Protocol (VOIP) telecommltnication devices, a WiFi

connection, a secure intemet portal, and secure hardware-

based business-to-business virtual private network computers'

This state-of{he-market framework allorvs GSAM to olfer all

stakeholders 2417 real-time availabiliry of appropriate data and

:ilffi ,.4ri:siffi,t4ffi $,:.ffiliNli t tr*ffi tril iVttrl${I€ d G
::.,1ffi

F$
.v;,=

::::::::::E}

z: )
. Drop down

menus
. Task lists
. Standard forms

. # and type of
denials

. Adverse drug
reactions

. Quality of
decisions

. lmproved patient
safety

Validation
processes

# and type of
denials

' Reduced rework

W
. Database back-

ups
. Disaster

recovery plans

. Tracking'up-
time'vs. 'down-
time'

. % workstations >

5 vears

Continuity of care
lmproved patient
safety

, lmmediate
transmission of
data

. Response time
monitoring

Continuity of care
Quality of
decisions

;
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. Login, padsword

' Access needs
identification
process

Network firewall
protection
Monitoring of
duplicate logins

. ldentity theft
protection

. Systemlevel
access rights
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' HIPAA
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. Confidentiality of
patient and
associate records
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infonnation. GSAM/AHC has received national recognition
for its innovative use of inforrnation technology to improve
patient care and safety for the past tl years through Hospitals
& Health Networks@.

Needed data and information are accessible to end-users
(workforce, physicians, patients, suppliers, partners,
collaboratols and stakeholders) through postings such as unit-
based pillar boards and through clectronic means such as:
I Decision support tools/resources including electronic

scorecards on the GSAM G2G intranet, the AHC data

warehouse (CHIS), the Advocate Learning Exchange
(AleX), Nursing Compass, Revenue Cycle Compass, AMS
for individual leader goal tracking, Manager's Desktop with
up-to-date infonnation on associate salaryiperformance
review data, and shared drives.

I Our electronic medical record (EMR) system, which
allows the capture and dissemination of clinical patient data

and inforrnation on a real-time basis to multiple end-users

simnltaneously.
r e-ICUo technology used in our Critical Care Pavilion

(CCP) that features around-the-clock, simultaneous audio
and video monitoring of CCP patients from one central off-
site command center.

r Centralized telemetry system that allows fbr real time
rnonitoring of all patients requiring telemetry care no matter
where they are in the.hospital.

I Electronic bed board information system, an innovative
technology to effectively manage patient flow and

placement.
r External GSAM website provides patients, families, and

the community the ability to find a doctor, research an

illness, register for various health programs and screenings,

S Advocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

send flowers to a patient, register for continued education,
or read health news/articles.

r Communication mechanisms which allorv the access and
transfer of information and data include email, 'My

Advocate' (for patients), remote

meetings. instant messaging.
wireless phones, and the GSAM
intranet. Cycles of improvement
include the adoption of Microsoft
Online Services which allows the

workforce access to ernail and

calendars fiom any internet
connected computer.

4.2aQ) Organizational knowledge is
collected, transferred, and managed
through mechanisms outlined in Figure
4.2-2 (details AOS). Knowledge is

collected lrom the workforce, patients,
suppliers, partners, collabolators, and

other stakeholders through systematic
practices [. Relevant knowledge is

transferred/shared through mechanisms
listed in column $, and irnplemented
through mechanisms that ensure the

ur" of the knowledge C The
effectiveness of the transfer I
implementation of knowledge is

evaluated through ,o"ur.rr", ll.
Rapid identification, sharing, and

implementation of best practices to
rneet the needs of our workforce.

patients, and stakeholders occur through a variety of ways.

Best practices are identified and shared during PI Showcase,
division/ leadership meetings, SHnn-En GovERNANCE

Co{.INCILS, and quality teams. Director or ET sponsorship for
these groups/team allows for rapid implementation in
appropriate areas. An example of this was when one nttrsing
units identified that associate satisfaction on the night shift
was lower than the day and evening shifts. The unit manager

decided to work nights for a month positively impacting the

night shift. This best practice was shared in the weekly
inpatient manager team meeting and other managers

irnplemented the practice experiencing the same results.

Relevant knowledge for use in our SPP is assernbled

through AHC/GSAM reports, community repofts, regulatory
communications/reports, and the environmental scan. As we

follow the SPP timeline, this knou4edge is transferred into our
SPP through the pillar/hospital/service line SWOTs resulting
in accurate projections and services aligned rvith customer
requirements.

Improvements. to our knowledge management system

include the leveraging of technology such as, l) computer-
based training modules allowing us to disseminate critical
information and education consistently throughout the

workforce and 2) Sharepoint technology to support the

consistent transmission and availability of critical knowledge.

4.2b(l) GSAM ensures that hardware and software are reliable
and secure through,

Figure 4.2-2 Examples of Knowledge Management Mechanisms

,Vorkforce Rounding
Satisfaction Surveys
Policies & procedures

Orientation
Department
meetings
Unit huddles

. Standards of
Behavioral

. Performance
Reviews

. Regulatory
compliance

. Measures of
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tatients Listening posts
Rounding
Personalized white
boards

, White boards
, Rounding

. Satisfaction
metrics

. State ofthe
Unit

' Regulatory audits

'Scorecard
measures /
dashboard

luppliers,
Pafiire,-rs, '*
Collaborators

, Contracts
, Contract reviews

I qontract relewr
E+nail I phore
caHs

I
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r Product

nevlews

t frntract
p.erfg,.rfiance
etaluation

Stakehold€rs . Community
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Use ln
Strategic
Planning

Environmental scan
Data reviews from
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soufces
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' Strategic
Planning
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r environrnentally controlled facilities,
r equipmentredundancy,
r disaster recovery planning,
r scheduled and emergency security software and operating

systenl updates,
r computer life cycle replacement process.
! unintemrptible power supplies including generator back-up,
I the enforcement of organizational policies,
I bionretric device implementation.
r utilizing anti-virus and anti-spyware utilities, and
r implementation of system firewalls.

User-friendliness is ensured through users being involved in
the selection of systems through the PMO, design of the
system, and implementation and post-implementation
activities. The design and build of a system's functionality is
accor.nplished by relying on frontline user teams to detennine
best-practice processes and workflow. For major system
changes/ enhancements, there is a 'one site at a time' rollout
atlowing conversion issues to be resolved and solutions
hardrvired before additional sitcs receive the new system.
Following implementation, end-user involvement is sustained
through on-going system/site where the focus is on
refinements to enhance associate and physician use and

f ndvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

workflow. Multiple cycles of improvement to the EMR have
been made based on rrontline feedback to enhance
comtnunication and patient safety. An example was the
addition to the nurse's task list to include reminders to
adnrinister infl uenza and pneumonia vaccinations.

4.2b(2) In the event of an emergency, the continued
availability of hardware and software systems and the
continued availability of data and information is ensured
through our infrastructure that incorporates state-of-the-market
hardware (server and network component redundancy),
cornmunications channels (Wide Area Network), backup and
monitoring tools. The infrastructure is monitored in real{irne.
For the main clinical electronic medical system, GSAM has

contracted with the Cemer Corporation to shift its operations
to their facility, in case of catastrophic loss of this mission
critical system. This ensures an even greater assurance of the
continuity of patient care.

4.2b(3) Our availability mechanisms, including software and
hard'"vare, are kept current rvith health care service needs,

directions, and technological changes through the Data
Atailctbilit,v ttnd Access .Slslenl (Figure 4.2-l) described in
4.2a(2).

Workforce Engagement
5.1a Workforce Enrichment
S.la(l) CSAM detennines the key factors of workforce
engagement and satisfaction in step $ of the systematic
Worl{orce Satis.faction ancl Engagement Measu'ement
Process (WSEMP) fFigure 5.1-l - detailed version AOS]. We
conduct a regtession analysis against key questions in our
associate satisfaction survey to systematically determine the
most important factors that affect engagement and satisfaction

[Figure P.I -5]. This analysis is conducted for our RN
associates and non-RN associates, two of our workforce
segments. These factors are then validated through rounding
and two-way comrnunication approaches [Figure 1.1-2] and
are linked to other human resource measures such as turnover
during Figure 5.1-1,4. Action plans. basecl on the results, are

developed at both the organizational and departrnent level
with input from the workforce during steps ${. fn"
etfectivenessiimpact of the action plans is systematically
assessed in step ! through specific rounding questions, forum
evaluations, and 30/90-day conversations. Best practices are
disserninated in step $ through LDls and other knou'ledge
sharing mechanisms [Figure 4.2-2]. This process ensures that
we are focusing on the most important factols to effectively
builcl lcryal relation,'hips, our core competency, with our
associates.

We utilize the same approach in the analysis of our
physician survey to identify physician key factors of
satisfaction and engagemenf. These tbctors enable us to more
effectively build loyal relationships and have resulted il
physician satisfaction ratin,qs in the top 3% nationally.
Annually, the WSEMP is revi"erved during siep ! of the SPP as

part of the associate satisfaction pillar SWOT. Multiple cycles

of improvement include who is surveyed (the addition of
volunteers) and how rve analyze and use survey results.

Figure 5.1-l Workforce Satisfaction & Engagement
Measurement Process (WSEMP) (detailed version AOS)

El.Annuatilurvey:
E Associates

Trended, Comparedffi
Factors Determined i

;A-""-l
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Organizational & 1
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5.la(2) Our culture is driven by our Mission, Values,
Philosophy (MVP), our vision, and our core competency

[Figure P.l-3]. The ET defines and models the expected
ieadership behaviors tluough the GSLS [Figure l.l-i. E]
This fosters an organizational culture of open communication,
high performance, and an engaged workforce that values

diverse ideas, culhrre, and innovative thinking. Open

cornmunication is systematically achieved tluough:
. Established communication mechanisms [Figure 1.1-2],

team meetings, monthly l:l supervisory meetings,
knowledge sharing [Figure 4.2-2], and ottr committuent to
transparency.

. The engagement of leaders in the SPP, steps $ and [.

. Cascading oforganizational messages through rounding,
a required practice of every leader down to the frontline
leader, and tluough daily huddles on the nursing units.

. Division, unito and inter-disciplinary teams such as

SHARED GOVERNANCE COUUCTS, RAPID IMPROVEMENT

TEAMS, taskforces, EPEC, the Director CLINICAI,

INTEGRATToN CouNctt, quality teams, and teams utilized in
design and construction projects.

. Culture of Safety communication tools il.la(a)l which
includes, t) SBAR, an IHI best practice - a checklist of
information that must be gathered befole calling a

physician. and 2) asking 'clarifying questions' enabling
associates to appropriately challenge coworkers, leaders,

and physicians to ensure accuracy and satbty.

High Performance is fostered through our approach to goal

setting including established slretch goals lFigure 2.1-l,j], a

systeuratic review of results [Figure"2.l-ll S; Figure 4l-11
and holding associates accountable for goal achievement

fFigure 5.1-2]. Additionally, within our culfltre there is an

expectation to challenge the status quo. This expectation is

demonstrated by a requirement that all departments identify
and participate in a performance improvement project

annually and present at the monthly PI Showcase [P.l.la(3)].
f,ngagement of the Workforce begins rvith the selection of

associates who share our values through peer interviewing and

through implernenting strategies based on the t'actors of
engagement [Figrrre P.t-5]. For example, l) fulfilling work, a

key factor of engagement for associates, is often the result of
associates feeling that they make a difference in a patient's

care. One of our recognition practices, the Impact Award

[Figute 5.1-3], recognizes associates who have made a

difference within their first 90 days of employment. 2)

Efficient hospital operations, a key factor of engagement for
our physicians, are addressed through strategies such as block
scheduling and dedicated support for cotnputerized order
entry.

Benefiting from diversity is ensured through the use of
peer intewiew teams comprised of associates with different
backgrounds and perspectives. When multi-disciplinary teams

are created, the leader ensures that the membership includes
diverse perspectives such as varied shifts, positions. tenure,

gender, and skill set. At the ET and Director level, lve use the

DiSC@ and People-Mapping assessments, as a part of our

coaching process, to ensure we recognize, appreciate, and

capitalize on our diverse styles.

$ ndvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

5.la(3) GSAM has a systematic process for evaluating,
compensating, rewarding, and recognizing its workforce. The
Performance Management Slsleln (PMS) [Figure 5.1-2] is

reviewed annually in the associate satisfaction pillar SWOT
during the SPP, step !. tvtuttipl" cycles of improvement
include the strengthening of accountability for goal

achievement.
The PMS supports high performance and workforce

engagement through accountability tbr annual goal

achievernent and the demonstration of behaviors aligned with
our MVP, Standards of Behavior, and leadership

competencies. New associates are reviewed after 90 days; all
associates are reviewed annually. We use Hieh-Middle-Low
perlormance conversations [Fi-qure 5.l-2. E]. apart from
pertbrmance reviews, to identify and re-recruit high-
perfonners, raise the bar for those rneeting expectations
(middle), and provide coaching and performance deficiency
notices for those who are not meeting expectations (low)

[Figure 5.1-2, []. Learning needs identified in the PMS are

met tluouglr tlte Workforte Learning and Developnrcnt Svsteftt

(WLDS) [Figure 5. I --11.

Figure 5.1-2 Performance Management System (PMS)
(detailed version AOS)
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Compensation and incentives. Compensation ranges for
each position are systematically determined by annual market

surveys. The timing of salary increases are tied to the annttal
perfomrance reuieiu [. The annual Management Incentive

Plan, detennined by AHC, is based on GSAM's annual pillar
perfonnance. A formal Clinical Advancement Program
(STEPs) for nurses and nursing assistants incentivizes

additional education and responsibility. Physicians, who are

part of APP, are incentivized through their performance on

specific clinical and efficiency lneasures.
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Figure 5.1-3 Reward & Recognition Approachesttffi

iervice Awards X X X ET Annually

)l Superbowl X X X ET Annually

3ood Samaritan of the Year X X X X ET Annually

\ssociate / Volunteer / Doctor
\opreciation Weeks

X X x X ET Annually

lurses'/ Doctors'Week X X ET Annually

lolidav Celebrations / Gifts X X Y X ET Annually

\urse of lhe Year X Nursing Annually

lmpact Awards: New Hires X X ET Quarterly

Pillar Leader Awards X X X ET Quarterly

MVP Nominations /Awards X X X X Ail Ouarterly

Life Saver Award X X X X ET Quarterly

Physician Recognition Wall X Ail Monthly

Thank You notes X X X X Ail On-going

Vleal Coupons X X x X Leaders On4oing

\bove & Beyond X Nursing Ongoing

Standards of Behavior Awards X x X X Peers On-going

f ndvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

rre 5.1-3 Reward & Recognition Approaches approaches tt 
.:ffH 

in Figure 5' l-3 and integrated with the

-.,..|Focusonpatients/stakeholdersandachievementaction.:,e-t- :,..-.:--\\,-:: -.- : .*La t ffi CSLS' steps!
waa,::: \ : ? :''.':;:;{'"f::

W^Wl iJffi , iil:T,-.TI,:li:1.::'.".'i ::'ffi'ffi : 
" 
[',il:i, *'fi :] 

*
ffih-i*-*;; " . !ffffiW{ffiryffi;;"1 .ntu.e and reinforce our paticnt, stakeholder, and health care'3WW,&ffi,:#;:Jf l"*^'f I ' *i 1"t{W, servicc-focus. Coals are reviewed monthly (at a minimtrm)
'"'"""'-" l"l1,I I,.I i= I : --ii'I durinsl:lsupervisoryreviews.andactionplansarecreatedrperrou lxlxl lxl er l$nuatlv | *h"n"p"rlo.,r,ancedoesnotmeettarget.Frontlineassociates
jsamaritanof theYear lx lx lx lx I ET I Annuallv | ,uppo,t the goals of the unit leadership team, ancl each
)ciate/Volunteer/Doctor lx lx lxlxl ET l Annualy I associate is held accountable in their review for thcir
ecEronvveeKs I I | | I | | demonstrationolthestandardsolBehavior,whichlocuson
es'/Doctors'week lxl lxl I ET 

lAnnuallv I servirgpatientsandsrakeholders.
iayCelebrations/Gifts lX lX I X I X I ET I Annually 

I

5.tb Workforce and Leader Development
5.lb(l)GSAMutilizesacornbinedIIlork|brceCapabilit.v
DeterminoIiott/LearningandDe,t'elopmentS-t'slent(wLDS)
[Figtrre5.l4]toensttreassociateSareequippedwiththe
neededskilIs(capability)toaclrieveourgoalsandaction
plans.ThisprocessisfulIydeployed.integratedwithourSPP,
ul9i'-I:Y':*edanntraIlyduringtheassociatcsalislaction

fl ll:':,Y8'lf$':i'B::l'fi '"';#il;J'?i"'Jifr'#;1l
veaBevono lxl I I lNursinglongoingl assurewemeerall stakeholderdevelopmentneedsinatimely
rdardsof BehaviorAwards lX lX lXlXl Peers I On-going I andcoordinatedmanner.
Reward and recognition is an ongoing element ol our Our core competencv' strategic challenges, and action

pMS that energizes the workforce, reinforces our culture, and plans (short- and longer-term) are utilized annually to

elevates perfornance. We recognize our workforce on a daily, identifi organizational learning needs [Figure 5.1-4, ll]. These

monthly, qgarterly. and annual tasis. Recognition comes from needs are segmented into learning needs of all leaders. all

the ET, piers, patients, and stakeholders. We celebrate and associates lrospital:wide, or associates at the department-level'

recognize pertonnance, the demonstration of our An annual education plan is developed and up-dated as new

standards/MVP, and the provision of an exceptional education needs are identified throughout the year S. Based on

experience for our patients/stakeholders. Leaders at all levels the identified needs. curriculurn is designed, delivered, and

consistently write thank you notes to associates, volunteers, evaluated ffi. Exarnples of workforce development that

and physicians recognizing their contributions ancl reinfolcing support our core competency or address strategic challenges

highperformance. A list of our reward and recognition and action plans are outlined in Figure 5.l-5.
Licensure and re-credentialing requirements. The

Figure 5.1-4 Capability Determination & Workforce WLDS addresses licensures and re-credentialing through. 1)

Learning and Development System (WLDS) providing approved continuing education and CME

rer (classroomloontin;)lf.t*llli:1,1:
----- --__-:::--'_---- r 2) financial support for continuing

education, 3) providing physician re-
credentialing every 24 months
through a system-rvide credentialing
office, and 4) ernail reminder
noti fi cations of pending expirations.

Organizational performance
improvement. All leaders and

associates are trained in the use ol PI
tools beginning with the on-boarding
process. Annually (every November),
department teams are edr-rcated in

PDSA after Pl projects are aPProved

during the SPP and Prior to the

beginning of PI Showcases. Leaders

attend Change Acceleration Process

- 

^------^iL^,,^^-(CAP) training to ensure theY can

facilitate and sustain changes

resulting lrom inrprovement projects.

tr--B-
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Innovation. The stage lor innovation is set through annual

stretch goals. The WLDS enables innovation through, l)
training on PDSA and PI tools, 2) engaging all levels of the

workforce in learning and participating in RIEs and workouts

to develop innovative strategies, 3) sending all levels of the

workforce to external lcaming events or benchmarking visits
to leam n.rethodologies and best practices that can be

implemented at GSAM, and 4) education on Baldrige criteria.

Figure 5.1-5 Examples: Development Supporting

Ethical health care and business practices training

occurs systematically through annual, mandatory, online

training for all associates related to Business Conduct and

HIPAA compliance. This education is refined and improved as

new or changing compliance requiretnents surface. Targeted,

Just in time,' training occurs to ensure we are compliant with
emergent changes in laws/regulations or operational issues.

A breadth of development opportunities is available

through the WLDS. Besides offering development to stlpport

organizational goals and action plans, the WLDS provides

leadership developrnent, orientation, clinical skills and

competency developrnent, technical training, and professional

development. Over 150 courses are offered annually' A rvide

variety of leaming approaches address all learning styles (e.g.

job shadowing, classroom, online, coaching, clinical

sirnulation). Development occurs through the Lipinski Center

fbr Learning, unit-based educators, on-site degree programs,

AHC, outsourced online learning, extemal learning events,

and a formal coaching process for Directors and thc ET.

the SPP (e.g. training required for new products, equipment.

and technology), organizational perflormance reviews [Figure
4. I -31 which identifies knowledge or skill deficiencies,

regulatory/legal/ethical requirements, and patient safety

events. Individual associate learning needs are also identified
though the WLDS fFigure 5.14. l$ specifically through

Core the PMS [Figure 5.1-2, $] (including co-worker
feedback/peer reviews), competency needs assessments,

$ ndvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

5.1b(2) Identified learning needs. Organizational learning
and development needs are identifred through the WLDS

[Figure 5.1:4, []. Specific sources of learning needs include

skills days, manager requests, learning plans, career

progression plans, style assessments (e.g' DiSC@)'

coaching stakeholder feedback, and associate-identified
requests=for training [FigLrre 5. I -4, lE].

Transfer of knowledge systernatically occurs through,

1) dehned standard work docurnents, 2) a comprehensive

system of policies, procedures, and protocols docunrenting

the organizalion's knowledge base so critical information
does not reside solely with one person, and 3) preceptor

prograrns. Transfer of knowledge for specialty positions
(e.g. one of a kind position, hard to recruit for, positions

requiring extensive training) occurs through shadowing,

succession planning, transition plans, cross training, and

cross-facility training.
Reinforcement of new knowledge and skills occurs

through, l) new hire checklists and competency

verification sheets, 2) a formal preceptor program

(mentoring of new nurses), 3) retum demonstrations on the

job or in clinical siurulations, 4) 'LDI Linkages' requiring
leaders to'apply skills/concepts learned at LDIs, 5) post

tests, and 6) questions leaders use during rounding on

patients which ensures service skills are conducted

properly (e.g. hourly rounding).

5.lb(3) The effectiveness of the WLDS is evaluated
qualitatively and quantitatively annually by the Education

Advisory Committee and Lipinski Center for Learning

team. Effectiveness is evaluated through the revierv of
organizational metrics, course evaluations, return

demonstrations, and stakeholder feedback. Efficiency is

evaluated through cost analysis of external vs. internal

delivery and stakelrolder surveys.

5.1b(4) Or.rr l3-step approach to career progression (AOS) is
fair and equitable to all associates. Associates discuss their

career goals during their perfonnance review or with HR and

review the requirements for the desired position, which may

be at GSAM or within AHC. If a position is available (all

positions are posted online) and qualifications are met,

associates are encouraged to apply. If additional training
and/or certifications are required, associates create a plan to

fill requirement gaps. This plan might include nursing

advancement programs, college degree programs' or

vocational training. Educational funding is available through

GSAM's benefits prograln. Job shadowing of desired

positions is encouraged. For example, the 'Look before You

Leap' program allorvs RNs to shadow in an area before

making a decision to move to another position. Those

interested in leadership positions may attend leadership

C ) c hallenges, & Action Plans

3C: Building Loyal
Relationships

Five Fundamentals of Service
PCA Enrichment Series, Sensrtrvrty Training

SC1: lncreased focus on
medical errors

Culture of Safety training *, Patient lD Training
Event Reporting Training

SG2: Recruitment /
retention of talent

Peer lnterviewing *, Rotational Nurse
Residency Program ', All Aboard Training

SC3: Higher patient
expectations

Hourly Rounding. Model of Care training,
AIDETSM

iC4: Physicians: as
,artners & competitor

CPOE training, Communication, Citical
Thinking, and Collaboration (CCC) -

5C5: Heavy market
;ompetition

Service Line Director development in strategic
planning for growth

iC6: lnadequate
'eimbursement &
rvailability of capital

Compass Training, Expense Management
discussions, Finance Workshops

Action Plans (LT / ST)
Model of Care training (ST), Hand
Hygiene Campaign (ST), Leadership
Competencies (ST, LT), Falls Education (LT)

Licensure /
Re-credentialing

Physician Re-credentialing, CE Direct,
CME offerings (e.9. The Gut Club -
gastroenterology)

Performance lmprovement Quality Tool trainings, PDSA, Ql Macros,
Control Charts, Prqect Management

lnnovation
Baldrige/Lincoln Trainings, CAP training,
Rapid lmprovement Events, Workouts

:thical Health Care
rnd Business Practices

HIPAA training, OSHA modules, Business
Conduct Training, HR WorkshoPs
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training classes or LDIs for exposure to our leadership
philosophy and responsibilities.

GSAM utilizes a four (4) step apploach to succession

planning. 1) ET identifies key positions - positions critical to
our success or ones that afe hard to fill, 2) the ET conducts a

fact-based consensus discussion to determine potential

candidates, 3) an individualized'gap assessment' occurs to
determine the potential successor's competencies relative to

the potential position and the GSAM leadership competencies,

and 4) a structured development program including on-the'job
experiences is outlined. Additional candidates for succession

are identified through the HML@ process (associates

identified as 'high perfonners') which is part of the PMS

fFigure 5.1-2, E]. We evaluate our succession planning process

annually, which includes the review of best practices lvithin
AHC and from extemal best-in-class organizations. A receut

cycle of improvement is the addition of a '9-block approach'
to more objectively identify succession candidates.

5.lc(l) Workforce satisfaction and engagement are assessed

through the WSEMP fFigure 5.1-l ]. Associate satisfaction and

engagement is evaluated through a bi-annual, statistically
validated national survey (Morehead). Physician satisfaction

and engagement are determined annually through a national

survey (Healthstream). Volunteers are surveyed annually

utilizing an in-house survey. Suwey data are analyzed by

workforce segments [Figure P.1-5] and other workforce
groups such as nr.rrsing assistants and new graduate nurses.

Infonnal approaches used to understand workforce satisfaction
and engagenrent include leaders rounding on associates, foctts
groups, and our two-way communication approaches [Figure
1.1-2]. Other indicators to assess and improve workforce
engagement include overall hlrnover', RN turnover, and

ftirnover within the first year. Review of these indicators in
2009 resulted in cycles of improvement that included a

revamping of the on-boarding process and refinement of peer

interview training. New hire tumover in 2009 significantly
reduced due to these improvements. A workforce safety

indicator related to back injuries has resulted in planning for

irnplementation of a Safe Patient Handling Prograrn.

5.1c(2) One workforce engagement assessment finding is that

the organization's 'commitment to quality' is a key lactor ol
engagement. We monitor key quality indicators and form

improvement teams involving associates at all levels to build
their engagement, ensure diversity of thinking in health care

and business processes, and itnprove our overall quality

outcomes reported in category 7.1. A similar analysis of
physician survey results determined that 'quality and

consistent nursing care' was a driver of physician satisfaction

and engagement. This driver is systematically measured,

reviewed with nursing leadership, and improvement strategies

for building nursing competence and consistency have

resulted. As we have compared satisfaction/engagement
'metrics to overall clinical oqtcome achievement there appears

to be a 'cause and effect' relationship.

5.2 Workforce Environment
5.2a(l) Workforce capability is projected annually and

throughout the year through the WLDS fFigure 5'l-4]. The

f ndvocate Good Samaritan Hospital

WLDS. as a part of the GSLS tt"p $, assesses both

organizational and individual capability needs and facilitates

the workforce and leader development required to meet those

needs. Organizational and individual associate learning needs

(capability) are identified annually and throughor.rt the year

through the approaches described in 5.lb(2).
Workforce capacity is assessed and projected through the

Worklbrce Capttcity Process [Figure 5.2-l]' Annually during
SPP. we project stalfing needs based on nerv services.

facilities, o. r"* p.odu"cts ffi. Stnfnng needs are also

projected through annual voluilrllacuity projections ${. rn"
approved Full Time Equivalent (FTE) projections are then

recorded in the online position controi ttft*u." Q which
becomes the basis for sourcing and hiring. For ntrsing and

clinical stafl, we evaluate capacity needs daily and weekly to
ensure we maintain clinical staffing ratios to meet industry
standards, our nursing rnodel ofcare matrix, and patient safety

requirernents (full process AOS).
Physician capacity. Physician data in GSAM's PSA and

SSA relative to factors such as population growth, healthcare

utilization, physician admissions, and physician age are

analyzed annually during the SPP Business Analysis phase to

determine if there is a need for additional physicians

(capacity) or specific specialties (capability). A recent analysis

identihed the need to recntit primary care physicians in
response to an aging physician workforce. A Medical Staff
Development Plan was created to address this need' In
addition, leaders recruit physicians rvith the appropriate

capability and build relationships with existing physicians to
increase thsir referrals to GSAM.

Volunteer caphcity. Volunteer hours and the number of
internal service requests are tracked and trended to project the

number of needed volunteers. Volunteer job descriptions

identifii the required skill sets and capabilities required for the

various roles they assume. Volunteer capacity is projected

annually.

5.2a(2) Recruiting, hiring, placing. GSAM utilizes a l9-step
systematic Hirfug Process (AOS) to recruit, hire, and place

ner.v associates. [n steps l -4 needed positions (fi'om positions

listed in position control fron'l the Workforce Capacilt, Process

fFigure 5.2-1]) are posted. Internal candidates f}om across

AHC. inclLrding candidates from rhe Career Progressiotr

Process t5.lb(4)] ate given priority through l'irst access to

open positions. Applicants are screened dtlring steps 5-8' The

screening process includes the AHC proprietary 'Patient

Experience Profile' (PEP) which assesses the candidate's fit
with our values and our focus on customers. ln steps 9-14 the

best candidate is hired and placed. The associate hiring
process is reviewed annually during the SPP, 'associate pillar'
SWOT. Multiple cycles of improvement have included the

addition of the innovative peer inter"'iew process. Volunteers

are recruited through a l4-step Volunteer Recntitment and

Retention Process (AOS) that evaluates their skills and fit for
the organization.

We recruit needed physicians to join our Medical Staff and

support key services in two (2) rvays. l) by leveraging the

Advocate Medical Group recruitment services and processes,

and 2) by identiffing potential physicians through existing

relationships, networking, and the PHYSICIAN SALES AND
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Figure 5.2-l Workforce C

,l+ Remaining Process Steps AOS
@ 2010 Advocate Health Care. All Rights ReseNed.
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Examples include patient
liaisons or nurse navigators,
greeters in the ED, chaplains
dedicated to specific areas

such as pre-op and the ED,
and volunteers who escort and
provide concierge services. In
addition, the new Clinical
Nurse Coordinator (CNC) role
rvorks Monday-Friday AM
and PM (overlapping shifts)
and provides coordination of
care for the same block of
patients. This structure builds
a strong relationship with
patients, physicians, and
families; it also provides
oversight for tl.re patient's care
and specifically ensures tlre
treatment plan is monitored
and communicated to patients

Buiseted NlP'.PDi lP rCensusi
EDViSittr:Pioc ures-Smoerv

MARKETING TEAM. Income support agreements are offered to
physicians best suited to meet our need.

Retention. Our associate retention strategy begins with the
peer interview process by ensuring that newly hired associates
are 'good fits' in our culture. GSAM's innovative on-boarding
process is designed to address the key requirements of
workforce satisfaction and engagement [Figure P.l-5] and
help new workforce mernbers validate their choice to work for
CSAM. Our Standards of Behavior create a rvork environment
that retains high performers, and our leadership's responsive
action to workforce concerns promotes associate loyalty.
Other retention strategies represent cycles of improvement and
include cornpetitive benefits/services for all workforce
segments [Figure 5.2-31, a robust Shared Govemance
structure, a New Graduate Nurse Residency Program, and a

wide variety of development opportunities.
Ensuring diversity. We ensrre that oul workforce

represents the diverse ideas, cultures, and thinking of our
conununity through, l) considering a wide spectrum of
candidates, 2) peer interviews conducted by a cross-section of
our diverse workforce, and 3) partnerships with local schools i
universities for clinical rotations, job shadowing, and

internships.

5.2a(3) The GSAM workforce is managed, organized, and

aligned with our strategic objectives and the overall work and

support systems [Figure 6.1-l]. Service lines are utilized to
grow our main services and support functions/services are

centralized in order to best meet the needs of our patients and

business. Functional teams and rnulti-disciplinary teams are

utilized to accomplish work and provide focused patient care.

Review and evaluation of organizational performance and the

curent strucfure ofthe care delivery process resulted in a trew

model of care on our medical/surgical units.
Capitalize on the core competency. To capitalize on our

core competency of building lo",-al relationships with patients,
we organize and manage the workforce around patient needs

r-Newservlces + , + - P illoiru- ii;;iliiiri;; i -. 
Design 

,, 
. 

Forecast
Figure 6.1.1 i 

-- 
Plans ;!qL

ire;, -'Ft.'.Position i- Hired

qlj,:t,:, dHffi q,-:j'Eio:t-. J{qVolumes, -:j;::_-'- Director / ET Budget
Acuity, Staff '-"') ,tjl#!.

Analysrs

and their farnilies.
Reinforce a patient, stakeholder, and health care

service focus. As described in 5.la(3), the PMS manages and

drives a patient/stakeholder focus at all levels. The workforce
is trained in, held accountable for, and recognized for
demonstration of the Standards of Behavior, Five
Fundarnentals of Service (AIDETSM), hourty rounding, and
other relationship building practices. The composition and
assignments of the care delivery team on each unit reinforce
the patient/stakel.rolder focus. On the inpatient
medical/surgical units each nurse is paired with a nursing
assistant flor a defined group of patients that provides
opportunity for focused attention of their personal, emotional,
and physical needs. Support staff (e.g. patient liaisons, nurse
navigators, greeters, chaplains) is also assigned in high
volume areas or areas of high acuity to ensure
patient/stakeholder needs are met.

Exceed performance expectations. The workforce is

managed through the PMS [5. 1 a(3)] to exceed the

performance expectations established from the cascaded goals

of the SPP. Performance reviews and HML@ discussions
create a linkage between every associate and the perfonnance
expectations across all pillars. The workforce is organized in a

departmental or functional team structure creating a focus on
the cascaded department target and stretch goals.

Address strategic challenges and action plans [Figure
2.1-41. Annually during the SPP, the ET determines how to
manage and organize the workforce to best meet ottr
challenges and achieve action plans. One of our strategic
challenges is 'higher patient expectations.' We have organized
a dedicated 'admission teanr' (IHI best practice) to streamline
the admission process to meet our challenge of'higher patient
expectations' specifically'prompt service.' The workforce is

also organized and managed through teams to achieve both
short- and longer-term action plans. For example, one action
plan is to improve compliance with preventative measures for
blood stream infections (BSI) house wide. A BSI tgeu was

organized to oversee the compliance with the preventative
measures, follorv-up on measures that do not meet target,

&
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conduct in-services, and collaborate with physicians and
leaders to achieve the action plan outcomes.

Agility. Onr workforce is rnanaged and organized to
achieve agility to address changing health care service and
business needs through, [) the annual projecting ofthc number
of staff (capacity) and critical skilts (capability) needed to
achieve our strategic objectives, shorl-/longer-term action
plans. and the challenges identified in the SPP; 2) an internal
float pool; 3) cross training; 4) standardized work for key
positions; 5) unit-specific intemal registry positions; and 6)
'closed units' where staff is committed to fill any open shifts.
Agility is also enabled thrtrugh the monthly organizational
performance reviews [Figure 4.1-4] rvhen changes are made
based on those reviews.

5.2a(4) The annual and ongoing assessment of capability and
capacity [Figure 5.1-4; 5.2-l] proactively identifies any
changes in workforce needs. Before posting, every new or
replacernent position must go tluough a multi-step approval
process through position control. This process ensures that the
workforce is sized appropriately at all times to safeguard
against the need for workforce reductions. Before elirninating
positions (in accordance with policies and procedures) open
positions are liozen, temporary and agency staff is eliminated,
and other cost-cutting approaches are taken. Policies and
procedures are in place for severance, potential transfer to
other AHC sites, and outplacement services if a workforce
reduction is required.

5.2b(l) Figure 5.2-2 describes the strategies GSAM utilizes to
ensure and improve workforce health, safety and security.
Employee Health provides a resource for staffon work-related
health issues. New staffand volunteers are screened for proper
vaccinations. Annually, rnandatory TB tests and voluntary,
free flu vaccinations are offered to all sta{I, volunteers, and
physicians. The 13-step ll/orkJbrce Work Environnxent System
(AOS) ensures systematic identilication, tracking, and
improvcment of the key work environment areas. In step 2 of

{f ndvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

the process, the ENVIRONMENTAL CARE COMMITTEE (EOC)
conducts an annual assessment of our risks based on a wide
spechum of inputs. The EOC rates and prioritizes these risks.
and a defined rating tlueshold is set, above which action plans

are required. These plans address and mitigate lisks and set

milestones for review of progress in steps 3-6. Plans are
presented to the seven (7) safety comrnittees who deterrnine
perfonnance goals/indicators and review/ implement the plans.
Activities and events associated with the plans are tracked and
deviations are addressed in steps 7-9. Steps l0-13 monitor the

work environment to ensure it remains safe utilizing
systematic drills, and environment tours (audits) [Figures 6.1-
4;7.5-11]. As issues arise, they are sent to the EOC for
remediation; quarterly reporting to Directors and ET occurs.

Safety training occurs annually, and as needed, and includes
disaster preparedness. The safety program ensures compliance
with relevant OSHA, EPA, and TJC standards.

Figure 5.2-3 Benefit/Service Policies Highlights by
Workforce Segment

5.2b(2) The GSAlvl workforce is supported by a full scope of
policies, services, and benefits to enhance engagement,
satisfaction. and retention. These services and benefits are
developed through the 9-step Worklbrce Support and Benelit
Process (AOS). Comprehensive feedback and input liom
various internal and extemal sources initiates a discussion of a

new policy or benefit change. An analysis by the GSAM ET
or AHC of potential irnpact, affordability, and alignment with
our core competency is made prior to apploval. We develop
implementation and cornmunication plans to ensure the
workforce understands the policies and benefits and sees that
their input is considered. Key benefits for r.vorkforce groups

are listed in Figure 5.2-3.

:rl::llu;,i[

tt
a!
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g

Various types of medical, dental, vision x x
Emolovee Assistance Proqram (EAP) x X

401k + AHC Retirement Fund x X

Life. disabilitv insurance x x
Additional life. disabilitv, homeowners, care insurance X X
Flex / Medical Savinos Accounts X x
It Pavs to Stay - Dremiums based on tenure x X
Advocate + - 5oo/o of co-insurance paid for AHC care x x x
Associate Benevolent Fund-PTO/Financial Support x X
Education Assistance x x
PTO with increasinq levels of coveraqe with tenure x X

Adoption assistance x x
Lactation accommodations x x
Wellness fairs / screeninos x X x x
Good Health for Good Life (GHGL) x X x
Domestic partner coveraqe X X

Advocate lnteorated Health Advocacv Proqram X x
Long-term care insurance, Hyatt legal, auto /
homeowner insurance, un-taxed commuter benefits

x x

Clinical Advancement Program x
15% off in Gift ShoD. Daisv Basket, Pharmacv x x x
Hospital education (e.q. CPR, Medical Terminology) X X x x

= Optional: allows fortailorinq to diverse needs

l'igure 5.2-Z Workplace Health, Sal-ety, &

Health

Pre-employment physicals
Fitness for duty testing
Flu shots
Titers (blood tests) -

Annual safetv modules

% physicals
% TB testing

7.4-24
7.4-24

Safety

lnfection control procedures
Hazardous materials procedures
Environmental tours
Ergonomic assessments +

Annual safety fair
Annual safety modules
Chemical inventory process
RASMAS recall system
Blood borne pathogen incident
review

Fire drills
Hand hygiene
% chemical
inventories

7.5-11
7.1-28
7.4-25

iecurity

24-hour campus security -*

Associate/vendor lD badges
Escorts and car assistance**
Code grey: combative help
Card readers for access
Surveillance cameras

,Associate
satisfaction
question My
working
conditions are
safe-'

7.6-8

* Direct care givers "" Night shift + Non-clinicians
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Process Management
6.la Work Systems Design
6.1a(l) GSAM's Enterprise Sltstents ltloclel lFigure 6.1-ll
shows the integration oCour guiding organizational sysrenrs I
key work systerns E, t"v work process.. !. k"y support
syslems El, and our core competency Z.

Voice of the custorner (VOC) inputs $, are utilized to
detennine work system and process requirements. VOC input
also drives the design and irnprovement of our key work
systems and key *o.k p.o."s.es *8. All elements are

integrated and result in the achievement of our vision, the
living out of our mission @, and contribute to accorlplishing
our core competency of Building Lo1,al Relationships V.

Figure 6.1-l GSAM Enterprise llodcl

The Work System Design Approach [Figure 6.1-2], is a 6-gate
process utilized to design and innovate GSAM's work
systems. Each gate requires specific data inputs, the use of
perfomance improvement (PI) tools, completion of activities,
and tangible outcomes (AOS). The process to determine and
justifo the need lor a new system,/service is accornplished in

@E A multi-drsciphnary team rs conveneci in !l ro

determine the processes in the neu' system. The design and

deployment of those processes within the new work system
are cornplcted in $ and p.

We evaluate which processes will be internal or external to
the organization using specific criteria in step $ of the Work
Process Design Approach [Figure 6.2-l]. The ET also

annually reviews the need for extemal resources during step !l
ofthe SPP utilizing criteria that includes costi benefit analysis,

0rganizationall Etrategic
Belief $ystem: I Planning

rilission lVision I System ;

y'Organizationat Systems that Guide

r. .;IHfcJ] 4.Eil
-. ..i Emergency

"- r ) lnPatient0are

i I : .'Los!pil!s$-9s!

Leadership
$ystem

Building Loyal Relalionships

internal availability of the expertise
(capacity and capability), availability
of external expertise with the quality
wc require, and the potential
opportunity to bttild loyal
relttlionships.

6.ta(2) All CSAM key systems and
processes are influenced by and

focused on the achievement of our
core competency fFigure 6.1-1, i].
Ow Work Sltstem Design Approach
requires an evaluation to ensure a fit
and alignrnent ofthe proposed systeur
with our core competency [Figure
o.r-j, ffir. rresrgnrng worK
systems and processes that meet and

exceed the requirements of our key
stakeholder groups helps to ensure

that we are building loltal
relationships.

6.lb(l) GSAM's key work processes,

creating value for out' patients and
other stakeholders, are: l) patient
access, 2) assessment and diagnostics,

3) care treatment and delivery and 4) discharge fFigure 6.1-1,

!]. eacn of these processes takes place within the key work
systems: Emergency Care (ED), lnpatient Care (lP), and

Outpatient Care (OP). Patients move through one or tnore of
the key work systems via the four key processes. The key
processes are designed to deliver patienVstakeholder value by
being focused on meeting or exceeding stakeholder process

requirements. Figure 6.1-3 and 6.2b(1) both summarize the in-
process and outcotne ffleasures as they relate to process

requirements.
Profitability/ financial return. The efflectiveness and

efficiency ofour processes impact patient safety, productivity,
and organizational profitability. 'Never events,' in particular.

are avoidable and will eventually not be reimbursed, so must
be eliminated in order to avoid unnecessary patient hann and

expense. Eliminating rew,ork is also critical to profitability and

financial return. Consistent use of our Pl approaches to

O 2010 Advocate Health Care. All Rights Reseryed.

Figure 6.1-2 Work System Design Approach
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improve processes and remove waste provides both direct and
indirect savings.

Organizational success. Our ability to design work
processes to achieve top decile performance ensures the
fulfillment of our mission and vision. Consistent high
perfonnance impacts our reputation in the community. our
ability to attract and build loyal relationships with patients,
physicians, and associates and become the hospital of choice.

Sustainability. Elements of our approach to sustainability

[.la(3)] require that each of the four key work processes are

efficient and 'value added' to our stakeholders.

6.lb(2) Key work process requirements are determined during
the SPP. step !. using the processes described in 3.1a(2) and
validated through analysis of listening posts [Figure 3.1-2].
These requirements are revierved inthe Work Process Design
Approoch [Figure 6.2-l]. in rt.pr ! anO !. ttre key process
requirements include high quality, safety, timeliness,
ettectiveness, and effrciency.

6.1c GSAM ensures work system and r.vorkplace preparedness

tluough implementation of a comprehensive Emergency
Operations Plan (EOP) in cornpliance with the National
Incident Marragement System (NIMS) and Hospital Incident

ftRdvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

Command System (HICS). Our systernatic emergency
preparedness plan is developed and reviewed annually by a

cross-functional Evpncexcv PREpAREDNESS CoMMtrrEE
(EPC). and integrated into the Environment of Care (EOC)
processes. Processes are in place to exercise readiness and
evaluate plan performance. Cycles of improvement have

resulted frorn the evaluation ofexercises/ actual events and the
testing ofa potential disaster tluough every phase ofthe plan.

Prevention in our emergency and disaster preparedness

system is ensured through:
l. A hazard wlnerability assessment (HVA) of our operations

and environment.
2.The Environment of Care Plan (EOP) created based on the

HVA priorities and risks.
3. Large-scale drills and exercises based on our wlnerabilities

as well as those that are required by regulatory agencies.

GSAM also participates in community exelcises to support
prevention efforts.

Management / continuity of operations for paticnts and
the community. GSAM ensures continuity of
operations in the event o[ a disaster or
emergency through the processes and
procedures defined in tbe EOP. which is

available on site.
Evacuation. GSAM has entered into the

Illinois Hospital Emergency Mutual Aid
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to
facilitate cooperative planning within out
community in the event an evacuation is
necessary.

Recovery tactics for each vulnerability risk
are outlined in the EOP.

6.2a Work Process Design
6.2a(l) Work processes are designed and

innovated through a l0-step Work Process
Design Approach Figure 6,2-1. Key
requirements of patients and stakeholders
(payors, regulatory agencies, physicians,
associates) drive the design and are determined
in steps I and $ Multi-disciplinary teams

include an IT or Clinical lnfonnatics member
to evaluate current and ftihrre technology
solutions and to assist with the integration of
neu, technology in step @ of tnc design. The

teams also include a cross-section ofstakeholders who provide
in-depth organizational knowledge, *'hich is integrated into
the desigr. The potential need for agility is specihcally
addressed in step I when the FMEA is conducted and

solutions for potential lailure modes are brainstormed and

6.1-3 Kev Work Processes, Requirements & Measures
Kb- w.#titriii'A6({ ;ii Frqcesq ,.

iddri riinrlrai{fi .:,Resufts

Patient
Access

I Ilg atient satisfaction with wait time in reqistratio c 7.2-6

limely
ratient satisfaction with wait time to noticed
rrrival c t.2-10

imelvisafe :D arrival to triaqe 1

limelv/Safe )atient Satisfaction with Wait time to see MD C 7.2-10
ifficiencv -enoth of Stav C 7.1-14
lim€ entral Schedulinq abandoned calls 7.5-12
lffective 3lood cultures Drior to antibiotics 7.1-18
High Quality
Safe

lode Blue outside CCU/RRT volumes
c 7.1-23

Diagnostic
iffective t4D satisfaction with schedulino diaonostic tes c 7.5-14

A screeninds to identifv hidh-risk Datients 7.5-15
fimely, High
)ualitv. Safe \verage Door to Balloon times 7.5-1 6

Care

Delivery /

Treatment

"ligh Quality
lafe

Risk adjusted mortality, Complications, 30 day
Medicare readmissions c /.'t-b, 1u,

15

timelv fimeliness of ab <6 hrs for PN patients 7.5-18
lafe CPOE orders 7.5-20
"{ioh Oualitv lore Measure Bundles 7.1-17

limely
fimeliness of WE prophylaxis in surgical
)atients

7.5-4

lffective Cardiac patients 6 a.m. glucose 7-54

iffective Discontinuation of antibiotics within 24 hrs /.54
lffective )N aoorooriate antibiotic selection t.5-1

:fficient Jptime of electronic medical record 7.5-26
-imelv {&P transcribed within 4 hours 7.5-24

iafe and 4"' deoree lacerations 2.1-19
-ligh Quality/
\afe

/APs , Decubitus Ulcers, Deep Vein
fhrombosis. Falls, Bloodstream lnfections c

7.1-22,24,
25,26,27.

iafe )verall Hand hvqiene 7.1-28

:ffective itaff worked tooether to orovide care C 7.2-6

{iqh Qualitv Itaff provides qualitv/compassionate care c 7.4-11

;afe )atient Safetv Event reportinq 7 -1-21

Discharge

iffective Safe IHF discharqe instructions 7.5-22
ifficient iocial worker dc screens- 24 hours of admit 7.5-21

fficient -enqth of Stav vs, CMI C 7.5-7

= in-process measures; O outcome measure

6,1-4 Emergency Preparedness: Drills
l}ttill r1 Fl]efttencY

: Pink Ouarterlv
:ire Drills Monthlv
Safetv Officer / EOC Tour Weeklv
Jtilitv Testino Monthlv (and as neededl

saster Exercises Bi-annuallv
iafetv Fair Annual
iafetv CBTs Annual
{azard Vulnerability
Analvsis lHVA) Annual

llCS Trainino With Drooram chanqes
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integrated. Cycle time, productivity, cost control, and other
efficiency and effectiveness factors are incorporated into the
design through the establishment of in-process and outcome
measures in step $. Examples of measuies related to process
effectiveness are listed in Figure 6.1-3, the measures are used

to manage the processes and identify needs for improvement.
The design ofkey work plocesses is integrated in @ and

Q of the llork System Design Approuch.

6.2b(l ) Work processes are implemented/deployed following
the development of an education and roll out plan. An
implementation team is formed, a pilot is conducted, and
education occurs prior to broader deployrnent. Work processes
are managed through the Pe(brmance Measw'ement Systent

fFigure 4.1-l] to ensule that they meet the design
requirements through, l) the assignment of an 'owner' for
each process, 2) the establishment of in-process and outcome
lneasures arul 3) an expectation that ifprocess measures do not
meet set targets, PDSA is utilized to improve .

Day-to-day operation of each key work process is
monitored through in-process measures that are directly linked
to process requirements.

Ongoing input and feedback from key stakeholders about
our key work processes is secured tluough established
listening posts [Figure 3.2-l] in addition to information
gathered from associates on the Culture of Safety surveys and
staff input during the causal analysis process related to process

breakdowns when errors occur. This continuous input is used
by quality councils, task forces. Rapid knprovement Event
(RIE) tearns, leaders, and process owners to determine if the
patient/ stakeholder reqnirements are being met, to monitor
indicators to determine if the process is 'in control', and to
determine if improvement is lequired.

Key performance measures/indicators and in-process
measures used for the control and improvement of our work
processes are outlined in Figure 6. I -3.

Figure 6.2-1 Work Process Design Approach

{} ndvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

6.2b(2\ At GSAM each patient's expectations are addressed
and considered through:
r the collection ofinformation during the registration process

(e.g. religious/cultural preference, financial concerns),
r the admission process where patient preferences and

expectations are identified, mutual goals are set between the
patient, family and RN; and then all are incorporated into
the patient's individualized plan ofcare,

r daily patient care where every caregiver asks upon leaving
the patient's room or following treatment: Is there anything
else I can do for you?
Explanations and the setting of patient expectations occur

and are factored into the delivery of our health care services
through each key work process:
r Patient access. Pre-admission surgical classes are held to

explain to patients what to expect once hospitalized
regarding pain, length of stay, and recovery following
surgery. The centralized scheduling process provides
specific instructions to patients/stakeholders about what to
expect, how to pfepare for a test/treatment, where to park,
and location oltest/treatment.

r Assessment/diagnostics. Caregivers set expectations by
ploviding a thorough explanation ofthe test, the disconrfort
that may be experienced. and the process for obtaining
results.

r Crre delivery / treatment. All associates are trained in the
Five Fundamentals of Service lnlDET 

sM). Dr,rring steps 'D'
(duration) and 'E' (explain) of AIDET sM, expectations for
care and treatment are communicated to patients.

r Discharge.' GSAM performs screening for potential
discharge needs rvithin 24 hours of admission where social
workers and nurses set the expectations for the discharge
process.

Patient decisions and preferences are factors into the delivery
ofhealth care services through,
r IP. Patient expectations are identified and documented on

bedside whiteboards. which allows all caregivers to utilize
patient preferences in the daily delivery ofcare. Patients are

asked for their advanced directives
so their preferences for decision-
making and end of life care are

known to all staff.
I OP. When patients call to

schedule a test or treatment, they
are asked about preference and

convenience of location.
r ED. Patient and family care

conf-erences and 1:l discttssions
rvith physicians and nurses are

held to ensure patient decisions
and preferences are factored into
care.

6.2b(3) We control the overall costs
of our work processes through, l)
work process design where new

technology and evidence-based practices are integrated
wherever possible; 2) the rnonitoring of efficiency through
established in-process lneasures, and 3) the use of RlEs,

Manage &
lmprove
Utilizing
PDSAffi

ffi PDsa

%r'

Figure 6.

@ 2010 Advocate Health Care. All Rights Reseryed.
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LEAN tools, and Six Sigma to irnprove and reduce waste in
processes. Our focus on creating safer processes has lowered
medical costs. For example, reducing falls, blood stream

infections. and ventilator-associated pneurnonias has irnpacted
bottorn line financial results.

Rework and errors are prevented through:
r Systematic proactive use of quality and safety tools

including LEAN tools to remove waste and Failure Mode
and Effect Analysis (FMEA) to identiff and then avoid
potential process failures that may lead to medical errors.

r Safeguards in our electronic data systems. Our electronic
medical record (Care Connection) design provides
medication alerts to caregivers to ensure medications do not
negatively interact. Automatic task lists ensure caregivers
assess and treat to achieve maximum outcomes and prevent
eraors.

r The use of culture of safety behavioral based tools sucl.r

as SBAR, peer checking, 3-way read repeat back. and red

rules proactively prevent nedical errors.
r Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) [Figure

'l .5-201 ensuring legible physician orders for medications,
tests, and treatments.

I State ofthe unit reports are created on IP units three tinres

a day to ensure that proper treatments are given in a tirnely
manner throughout a patient's stay.

r Systematic root cause analysis (RCA) and apparent
cause analysis (ACA) which result in implementation of
risk reduction strategies including changes in protocols and
processes to prevent future errors.
Costs of inspections, tests, and plocess/pertbmance audits

are rninimized through tight process control via in-process
measures. Through the monitoring of in-process measures, we
are able to rnake process changes before any adverse impact
on outcomes occurs.

6.2c. Processes are improved tluough the deployment of our
Perforntance Improvement System (P.2c). Annually PI

plojects are identified and revierved during the SPP (Phase 3)

based on the coming year's strategic objectives. PI projects are

also selected based on patient requirements; partner, supplier'
and collaborator feedback, and associate suggestions. Project
results are monitored through the PME.S [Figure 4.1-1]. The

frequency of monitoring and measurement, and listening and

learning, provides GSAM rvith the ability to keep processes

$ Rdvocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

current with service and business needs. Associates keep

abreast with indushy changes tluough their professional
associations and organizations, attendance at conferences,
journal subscriptions, and participation in national initiatives
such as the IHI campaigns.

The ET's weekly and rnonthly review and analyses of
organizational performance metrics [Figure 4. l-3], may also

spur the identification of targeted areas requiring process

improvement. The ET and quality councils determine an

improvement project's priority using criteria including the

alignment with strategic objectives, potential impact on patient

safbty. patient satisfaction, compliance with regulators, and

cost. Once determined, the appropriate type of improvement
approach is selected, a team is formed, stakeholders are

identified, and quality tools are used to make improvements.
Work process improvements and lessons learned are shared

across the enterprise tlrough multiple venues including:
r The innovative monthly PI Shorvcase where departments

share progress on their selected annual improvement
project. This approach to shorvcasing project results
includes systematic training on PDSA and the utilization of
specific quality tools. A cycle of improvement includes the

addition of a SL evaluation following each showcase to
provide feedback to every presenter on both the project and

presentation. Annually, 3-4 departrnents are selected to
present the results of their projects that have resulted in
significant improvement at the January PI Super Bowl.

r Monthly RIE report outs for leaders are held to highlight
changes to processes that have been irnproved and tested

and are ready ,for broader deployment throughout the

organization as appropriate.
r The CITNICAL PRACTICE IMPROVEMENT COI\ILIITTEE

(CPIC) made up of Physician department chairs, where
physician leaders provide updates to their colleagues on
clinical process improvements and projects taking place

within their departments.
r Patient Safety lessons learned. Monthly, AHC surnmarizes

leaming from all Advocate sites ACAiRCAs. The AHC
patient safety lessons are reviewed by the CRITICAL EvENT

REVTEW TEAM (CERT) and taken to the rnonthly CLINICAL

INTEGRATION CoUNCIL to determine who in the

organization will evah.rate our risk for a similar situation.
AHC system wide lessons learned are also monthly agenda

item on the CPIC agenda for physician learning as well.
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7.1 Flcalth Carc Outcomcs
GSAM is first and foremost a clinical enterprise. The
majority of our key health care outcomes compared at the
local, state and national level perform at or near the top
decile. Figure 7.1-l illustrates external validation of
excellence of our overall quality outcomes for hospital care,
surgery and general medicine compared to l5l hpspitals in
the state and 4,200 hospitals in the nation. These measures
include risk adjusted mortality, complications, quality,
patient safety, and core processes. GSAM ranks lst in the

state of Illinois and 4th in the nation for overall hospital care.

Another irnportant extemal validation of our performance
comes lrom our number one payor, Blue Cross Blue Shield.
(BCBS). BCBS represents'72o/o of all commercial insurance
in tllinois. The Blue Star Hospital Report compares GSAM
with 94 Illinois non-rural hospitals on l0 dornains of quality
and efficiency (AOS). As Figure 7.1-2 illustrates, GSAM
ranks 2nd in the state of IL. Our performance relative to our
closest competitors on these quality domains is illustrated in
Figure 7.1-3.

based on core measure performance cor.nbined with AHRQ
select patient safety indicators (including risk adjusted
mortality and complications) that allows us to compare our
performance against our competitors. Figure 7.1-4 shows

GSAM's Health Outcome Score far exceeds that of our local

fi nauocate Cood Samaritan Hospital
competitors and validates that the quality of the clinical
outcomes we provide is adding stakeholder value for our
patients, physicians and payors.

Advocate Physician Partner's (APP) innovative Clinical
lntegration Program (CI) is designed to improve health
outcomes and increase the value received for the dollars
spent by employers on employee health benehts. The
program is made possible by funding frorn all the major
health insurance plans in the Chicago area as well as the
Advocate system. These CI measures serye as the gold
standard for evaluating provider performance and managing
population health status. Pursuit of these benchmark
performance levels results in fewer medical errors, quanfum
reductions in health care costs and irnproved patient
outcomes. Figure 7.1-5 dernonstrates the growth of the CI
measures over the last for.r years (116 measure in 2010) and
GSAM's outstanding achievement level of 96.7% in 2009

MORTALITY AND COMPLICATIONS: Key health
outcome indicators fol all hospitals include rnortality and
complication rates as an overall lneasure of safe, high quality
care. GSAM utilizes the Thomson Reuters database to
compare our performance on these key indicators against the
performance of hospitals in the six county Chicago area.

The database is used to calculate the observed ever expected

mortality and complications to create an index score where
1.00 represents the risk adjusted expected rate and below
1.00 represents better than expected perfonnance. Figure
7.1-6 shows GSAM's overall mortality index has been

significantly belorv the expected rate and at or near top decile
performance, ultinrately contributing to 1,052 lives saved
over the three year period.

7.t{
160
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!80
JO

0

llealth Outcomcs Score rs. Competitors

GSAI'I Hospital-{ Hospital B Hospital CHospital B

representing the best performance among all Advocate

Med & Tech lnfrastructure

7.1-2
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2009 Blue STAR Hospital Report

Hospitals (n = 94 IL Hospitals)

Intemally, AHC has calculated a Health Outcomes Score

7.1-6 RiskAdjusted Mortality

2no7 2008 2009
Source: Thomson Reuters - 

6 County Top Decilc - 2012

1,052 Lives saved
over3 years



SURGICAL MORTALITY: GSAM participates in the
National Surgical Quality Improvement Project (NSQIP)
database made up of the top hospitals in the nation. Figure
7.1-7 represents GSAM's near exernplary performance for
30 day surgical mortality.

207 ofthe Best Hospitals

Source:

CARDTAC MORTALITY: The Joint Commission has

calculated expected cardiac mortality indices based on
MedPAR data. Figure 7.1-8 illustrates GSAM's
performance for expected cardiac morlality at top decile and

56% better than expected in 2008. 2009 data is not yet
available.

MOTHER/BABY MORTALITY: CSAM cares for some

of the rnost critically ill of all infants. Figure 7.1-9 shorvs

GSAM's mortality for neonates outperforming the state for
the last 2 years.

Figure 7.1-10 demonstrates that GSAM's patients
experience less overall complications than expected with
perlormance at or near top decile for the last four years.

Surgical, cardiac and mother/baby all perform at levels better
than expected as seen in Figures 7.1-ll through 13.

{} nauocate Cood Samaritan Hospital
SURGICAL COIVI PLICATIONS:

Hcalth Care Proccss Rcsults
LENGTH OF STAY(LOS): GSAM's ability to efficiently
and effectively manage patient's treatment while maintaining
benchrnark performance in mortality and complication
outcomes is measnred by LOS metrics. Figure 7,1-14 shows

GSAM's continuous irnprovement in the expected length of
stay.

30 DAY READIVIISSIONS-GENERAL MEDICINE:
Figure 7.1-15 This irnportant lneasure of effectiveness has

been identified as a key result area within the Health
Outcome Pitlar for 2010. A Readrnission Team has been put
in place to focus on reducing unnecessary retums to the

hospital even further.
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30 DAY READMISSIONS-CARDIAC: Figure 7.1-16
shows the readmission rate for Medicare patients who
experienced heart attacks has improved 38% over a four year
period and are less than the Medicare national average.

CORE MEASURE RESULTS-INPATIENT: Hospitals
are required by CMS and TJC to report compliance with the
core measure sets including: Acute Myocardial Infarction
(AMI), Heart Failure (HF), Pneumonia (PN) and Surgical
Care Improvement Project (SCIP). Figure 7.1-17 shows
GSAM's pertbrmance in 3 of the 4 bundles at the top decile.

CORE MEASURE INDICATOR-ED: The core measure

indicator in the Emergency Department indicates the
percentage of time a pnerrmonia patient receives blood
cultures prior to the administration of antibiotics. In 2009,
GSAM's performance was 100% for this ittdicator,
representing top decile performance as shown in Figure 7.1-
t8

CORE MEASURE INDICATOR MOTHEWBABY:
Figure 7.1-19 In the pregnancy core measure set the
percentage of3'd and 4th degree laceratious during delivery is

measured. Although this event is usually unavoidable, it is

an indicator the OB CQC monitors closely.

CORtr MEASURE-OUTPATIENT: An outpatient
surgical core measure set was developed by CMS in 2008
with reporting effective in the 2"d quafter of 2008. Figure
7.1-20 shows CSAM's perlonnance at near top decile
perfonnance in the MIDAS database since the measures
inception.

Paticnt Sat'et1'

PATIENT SAFETY EVENT REPORTING: GSAM has

focused on creating a greater culture of patient safety and a

key indicator and goal is to increase the amount of patient
safety events rcported, giving the organization an
opporhrnity to learn fronr events and in turn decrease
medical errors. Significant increases have occurred at GSAM
and are shown in Figure 7.1-21.

7.1-21 Patient Safety Event Reporting
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Another IHI initiative embraced by GSAM was the creation
of the Rapid Response Team (RRT) to identify patients who,
through earlier intervention, can avoid cardiac or respiratory
arrest. The RRT core team is made up of critical care nurses
and respiratory therapists rvho can be called to the bedside by
any concerned associate ol family member. The success has

been monitored by measuring the number oldecreased code
blue events outside of the critical care unit as the use bf the
RRT has increased as shown in Figure 7.1-23.

Hospital acquired deep vein thrombosis (DVl') is often a
preventable complication. Figure 7.1-24 shows the steady
decline in the nurnber of DVTs even with the increasing
number of complex surgical procedures being performed.
GSAM is deploying an innovative approach to DVT
prevention utilizing a vendor who offers a predictive
software to alert physicians and nurses of the highest risk
patients so that timely interventions can proactively be put in
place to prevent an occurrence.

7.1-24
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Hospital Acquired D!'Ts

Figure 7.1-25 reflects performance in the top decile for the
effective assessment, documentation, prevention & treatment
ofpatients with pressure sores (decubitus ulcers) at a rate of
80% less than expected. These outcomes are accomplished
through the work of the Wound Care Team driving focused
irnprovements in the assessment and appropriate care and
treatment fol our inpatients.

Figure 7.1-26 A F'all Prevention program is required as a
Joint Commission National Patient Safety Goal and is
measured at GSAM through the National Database of
Nursing Quality Indicators (NDNQI). Compared to this
database we are significantly below the national mean. A
Falls Team is in place and has implemented a "f-alls huddle",

{p nauocate Cood Samaritan Hospital
which immediately follows any fall and is dcsigned to
facilitate learning that will prevent flrture falls. This area of
patient safety is one where we will focus our efforts to
improve outcomes for our patients in 2010.

Figure 7.L-27 Blood stream infections (BSIs) are
preventable and a best practice is to eliminate them totally.
CSAM has a BSI team in place that has implernented best
practice bundles and accomplished outstanding results in the
reduction of BSIs. Projected performance is zero infections
by 2012.

Figure 7.1-28 GSAM embarked on a "Hands that Heal"
campaign in early 2009 with objective observations to
lneasure true compliance with hand hygiene. Performance in
appropriate hand hygiene has increased from a baseline of
38% to 83% in March of 2010, projecting 9096 by 2012. We
have also been participating as a pilot site for TJC's
Transforming Healthcare agency to test interventions for'
improving compliance with hand hygiene.

7.2 Customer'-Focused Outconres
7 .2x(l't Patien t- and Stakeh older-Foc u sed lles u I ts

GSAM has intentionally created a strong service oriented
culture, consistent with our vision and our goal of building
loyal relationships across the lifetime of the patients we are
so privileged to serve. We continue to pursue excellence in
customer-focused outcomes at top-decile performance.
Patient Satislaction
Figures 7.2-1 through 7.2-3, depicts overall satisfaction in
GSAMs three patient segments [Figure P.1-8].
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Advocate Good Samaritan Hospital
Outpatient (OP) Patient Requirements
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PATIENT REQUIREMENTS fFigure P.l-8]: Figures 7.2

-4 and 7.2-5, IP results show substantial improvement from
2007 to 2009 in meeting all patient requirements. Results

have been driven by incorporating evidenced based best
practices proven to drive desired outcomes.
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Figures 7.2-8 through 7.2-ll ED results reflect top decile
perfomrance with two of our requirements achieving
healthcare sector and benchrnark leadership perfonnance.
With nearly 50,000 ED visits per year and representing over
70Y, of inpatient admissions, the collaborative relationships
between the ED physicians and nursing stalThave resulted in
creating innovative service strategies. Redesign ofthe triage
process has contributed to providing an exceptional patient

experience that has been sustainable over time.

ED Patient Requirements

Wait Time to See MD Wait Time to Noticed Arri

Figures 7.2-6 and
perfonnance despite

comparator group and

visits.

7.2-7 OP results exceed top decile
a highly competitive national

annual volumes greater than 300,000
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FOUR MAIN SERVICES (P.1-8):
Figures 7.2-12 through 7.2-14 GSAMs Cardiac and

Mother/Baby seryices demonstrate positive trends sustained

over tirne representing healthcare sector and benchmark
leadership perfonnance. Surgical services represents a

significant improvement from 2008 to 2009 due to a major
renovation of the Surgical Services Pavilion incorporating
state-of-the-art and fully integrated surgical theatres that
havc gained national recognition.
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Figure 7.2-15 represents the results of tactics to overcome

the challenges of having 97% semi-private rooms in
Medical/Surgical services. Despite these challenges,

continued efforts to provide excellent service and build loyal
relationships reflects beneficial trends of performance

improvernent to accomplish ow organizations mission.

{} nOuocate Cood Samaritan Hospital
Strtkeholder Satistlction
Figure 7.2-16 reflects physician satisfaction and shows a

statistically significant improvement trend from 2007 to
2009 which has gained national attention and validating our
efforts to build loyal relationships with our physicians.

Figure 7.2-17 details the competitive advantage GSAM has

achieved over our competitot's. Physicians on the medical
staff at GSAM, while on staff at other hospitals, have

continued to rate us with higher satisfaction compared to our
competitors.

Customer/Paticnt Dissatisfaction
Figure 7.2-18 depicts the effectiveness of the Complaint
Management Process [Figure 3.2-2] and trends the
percentage of cornpliments versus complaints for all
customer comments received. Improvement strategies to

reduce complaints and convert them into compliments have

included increased Ieader rounding. where real time service
recovery has harvested increased innovative ideas lor
improvements as well as increased compliments.

7.2a(2) Relationsh ip llu ildin g and E n gagcmcnt
F'igure 7.2-19 represents the steady increasc of the three
patient segments and their "likelihood to recommend"
approaching top deciles. The Center for Medicaid and

Medicare Services (CMS) has established a national patient

service survey (HCAHPS) in which all inpatient Medicare

providers are required to participate.
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Figure 7.2-20 details GSAMs lead over US and state

averages as well as two of three competitors; Hospital B is
the only hospital in the local market with ptivate rooms. and

is prefened to GSAMs semi-private room environment.

Figure 7.2-21 reflects how GSAM continrtes to develop
loyal relationships with area Fire Chiefs and Ambr-rlance

providers. The 2009 decreased arnbulance volume reflects
the overall decline in the market, yet proportionately GSAM
continues to see a strong referral pattem from this key
stakeholder.

7.2-21 Ambulance Volume
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Figure 7.2-22 demonstrates the physicians share of
adrnissions to GSAM has progressively increased, lvhile
their share of their admissions to our closest competitors has

steadily declined. This outcome was achieved through
GSAM meeting and exceeding the key requirements of this
important key stakeholdcr.

{} nauocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

Figure 7.2-23 details internet activity for GSAM. We have

seen an increase in the nurnber ofunique visitors to our web-
site and an increase in total page views, indicating a

community using intemet technology to become better
informed about the services we have to offer.

Figure 7.2-24 is an example of community relationship
building with four specific target audiences and demonstrates

better than expected results with our new Cl Progam.
Targeted rnarketing efforts to the community shorved

expccted revenue of$88,000 and yielded $429,000.

Figure 7.2-25 Despite intense competition in our market.
GSAM ranks #l in overall hospital preference and #l in or"rr

main service offerings compared with our three closest
competitors in brand preference surveys from 2005 and

2008.

Figure 7.2-26 reflects the positive overall trending and

results over the course of our relationship with patients and

stakeholders lrefer to Figure 3.1-3].

65% Increase in Website Clicks

Positive Trending Over 3 Years
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lndicates favorable trends over time and performance that is
better than local competitors and both state/ national hospital
averaqes.

7.3 Financial .t trIarket Outconres
7.3a(1) Exceptional. consistent, and leading healthcare sector
financial outcomes have been achieved through the

successful implementation of our SPP. Trended profitability
displayed in Figure 7.3-l has exceeded that of "AA" rated

hospitals (top decile performance in the industry). This has

allowed GSAM to invest in capital, operational, and human
resource programs. It has also contributed significantly
toward AHC retaining a system-wide "AA" rating.

Figure 7.3-2 GSAM has consistently exceeded the budget
targets established by AHC and generated margins and cash

flow that provide for long term sustainability. A key

component of achieving budget is management of salary

costs through improved productivity [Figure 7.4-22)l

Figure 7.3-3 Effective growth strategies and expense

management have both been contributors toward achieving
GSAM's financial outcomes. Top line net revenues have

grorvn by 27oh since 2005 and have provided GSAM with
the necessary resources to support both dayto-day
operations and strategic initiatives.

Figure 7.34 Contrdential

Critical to GSAM's financial perfonnance is the

effectiveness of its revenue cycle processes: registration,
coding, infonnation management, billing and collections.
The outcomes in these areas have positively impacted our
operating expenses, cash florv and reventtes. GSAM has

dernonstrated significant improvement and achieved
benchurark results and/or top decile performance in
numerolls key metrics for this important operational area, as

demonstrated in Figures 7.3-5 through Figure 7.3-8.

7.3-1 Operating Profit Margin vs. Benchmark "AA"
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7.3-7
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Figure 7.3-9 and Figure 7.3-10 The financial results of
Advocate Physician Partners (APP) have improved by over
$4 rnillion since 2004 and have generated income gains for
both GSAM and our participating physicians. In addition, the

Clinical Integration distributions to our physician
participants have increased 5 fold since 2004.

APP HMO Surplus (in $000s)
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Enhanced Clinical Outcome'y

7.3(a\2 t\llrket Results
Market dynamics are measured for the IP segments of
GSAI\,I based on data submitted to the Illinois Department of
Public Health (IDPH). This data, reported for all hospitals,
allows us to measure. which hospital the patients trom our
primary service area choose for their healthcare. Although
market gowth in a mature rnarket with heavy cornpetition is
very difficult to achieve, GSAM continues to achieve
unprecedented positive growth in market sharc through the

development of loyal relationships lvith our physicians and

patients [Figure P.2-1].

{} nau"cate Cood Samaritan Hospital
Figure 7.3-11 IP Overall Market Share has secn consistent
growth over the last three (3) years. With overall admissions
from the service area remaining relatively constant fronr year
to year, a lI.SYo increase in market share is significant and
means that patients and physicians are choosing GSAM over
our competition. The most significant redirection of
admissions has been from Hospital A to GSAM.

Figure 7.3-12 IP Cardiac Market Share has been rnaintained
despite heavy competition and declining volur,res in this
service line. National rates for Cardiac and Cardiac Surgery
adrnissions have continued to decline due to significant
advances in treatrnent and increased patient education.
GSAM has slightly increased market share and remains the

rnarket leader by 4.8 market share percentage points or
22.6oh over Hospital B.

Figures 7.3-13 and Figure 7.3-14 IP Surgery Market Share

has increased the rrost substantially of all the service lines.

The increase over the last 3 years has been almost l3% while
most of our competitors have lost market shale. The most

significant area within the surgery service line to experience
growth is in Orthopedic Surgery.
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Figure 7.3-15 IP Mother/Baby Market Share has also seen

increases while atl of our competitors have declined. A
l7.2oh increase in market share since 2007 has been thc

resr-rlt of increasing physicians in our market, the

establisl.rment of private rooms and improved ctlstomer
satisfaction.

7.4 \\'orktbrce-Focuscd ()utcomes

7 -4a(l) Satislaition and En girgement
Figures 7.4-1 through 7.4-3 Building lo7'al relationships
with the workforce is critical to achieving our strategic

objectives of 'being the ernployer of choice in our market'

and 'achieving loyal physician relationships.' Overall
satisfaction in all workforce segments is approaching or
exceeds top decile.
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ASSOCIATE RN: Figure 7.4-4 Nurses comprise l/3 of
our workforce, and it is essential that they feel valued and

satisfied. Our strong Shared Govemance structure, nurse

forums with the CNE, and other venues to identifu and act on

nursing ideas and issues have contributed to achieving near

top decile performance in their overall satisfaction'

ft nauocate Cood Samaritan Hospital
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ASSOCIATE Rl'i-KEY FACTORS
Figures 7.4-5 and 7.4-6 GSAM nurses have clearly
embraced the vision of providing an exceptional patient
experience. Our near top decile performance on questions

linked to both RN engagernent and satisfaction factors
validates nursing perception that GSAM has created a culture
of service and ongoing improvement.

Figure 7.4-7. Our ability to address our strategic challenge
of'retaining and engaging talent' is strengthened by our

nulses' expressed commitment to GSAM as reflected on the

Morehead Survey.

OTHER ASSOCIATE (NON-RN): Figure 7'4-8 illustrates

top decile performance for the satisfaction of all non-RN
associates. This group of associates represent 2/3 of our

workforce.
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.4-8
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OTHER ASSOCIATE (NON-RNFKEY FACTORS
One of the factors of satisfaction for the non-RN segment of
our workforce is 'confidence in senior leaders.' Figure 7.4-9
illustrates that GSAM's Senior Leaders (SL) have been
successful in instilling confidence in their leadership.

Non-RN Key Factors of Satisfaction

Confidence in Sr. Mgmt's leadership

2007 2008 2009

Nlorehead -Tou Decile - 2012 Proj

Figure 7.4-10 Respect has been identified as a factor ofsat-
isfaction and engagement for non-RN associates. Two ques-
tions on the Morehead survey indicate that non-RN associ-
ates feel respected and valued by both GSAM and their
irnmediate supervisor.

Frorn the expressed perspective of non-RN associates as in-
dicated in Figurc 7.4-11. GSAM's Senior Leaders have ef-
fectively enrolled thern in the priority of providing compas-
sionate, quality care/service. In addition the enjoyment of
their work, another factor of engagement, adds passion to
their service and contributes to our outstanding workplace
reputation.
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Figure 7.4-12. An indicator that we have built lo;;al rela-
tionships with associates is when associates indicate their
commitment to the organization. Six questions make up the
Commitment Indicator score and include associate's inten-
tion to 'recommend' GSAM as a good place to work or to
receive care. This indicator is approaching top decile for non
-RN associates.

PHYSICIANS: 7.4-13 One question on the HealthStream
survey asks Physicians to rank their 'overall satisfaction with
this hospital' which exceeds the top decile validating our
apploaches to building lo1,al relationsftrp.s with this key
stakeholder group.
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PHYSICIAN KEY FACTORS: Figures 7.4-14 and 7.4-15
Physicians ratings on the key factors oftheir satisfaction and
engagement indicate that GSAM is their hospital of choice to
practice and for their patients to receive care.
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7.4a(2) \l'orkf orce Developnrent
Figures 7.4-16 and 1.4.17 Workforce development is

critical to sustainability, our ability to be agile, associate
engagernent, and innovation. 2007 and 2008 included
extensive training for every associate on GSAM's Culture of
Safety tools along with other multiple mandatory/regulatory
training sessions. The number oftraining hours per asspciate

and associate's satisfaction with the 'training they need to do

theirjob' exceeds top decile.

Figure 7.4-18 GSAM provides a variety of career

development opportunities for associates including the

ability to transfer within GSAMiAHC. progress through
clinical ladders, and pursue academic degrees and

certifications with GSAM financial support. In 2009, GSAM
provided over $600,000 in education assistance.

Figure 7.4-19 Leadership Development is critical to
organizational success and sustainability and equips leaders

with competencies to build loyul relationships with
stakeholders. The Morehead survey calculates a 'leader

action plan readiness score' which is comprised of the

questions associates answer related to the 'person they report

to.' GSAM's score has improved with increased leader

development and our overall score of 85 indicates our
leaders high readiness to engage in feedback and action
planning with associates.

{p nauocate Good Samaritan Hospital

7.4a(3) \\'o rkfo rce Crp acitr'
Figures 7.4-20 and 7.4-21 One way GSAM measures its
ability to ensure appropriate staffing levels is through
analysis of voluntary turnover. Proactive retention initiatives
(e.g. peer interviewing), HR processes, and departrnental
action plans have resulted in a positive downward trend of
voluntary turnover exceeding top decile performance.

Figure 7 .4-22 llltstrates the impact of FTE management and

the continued year to year improvement in hurnan capital
etficiencies. As a result, salary costs have been positively
irnpacted by a l0% improvement in associate productivity
since 2005,

!\'o rkfo rce C a pab ilitl
Figure 7.4-23 Research indicates advanced education levels
in nursing result in better clinical outcomes and reduced

rnortality for patients. The NDNQI is a database of
approximately 500 hospitals and tracks perfonnance for

'1.4-19 Impact of Leader Development Hours on
Action Plan Readiness Scores
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numerous nursing indicators. GSAM's high percentage of
RNs with advanced degrees contributes substantially to our
outstanding clinical results.

7.4-23

EO

E60
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0

Percentage of Nurses rvith BSN Degrees
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Source: NDNQI -GNational BSN Mcan +Top Dccilc

7,4a(4) Worl<forcc Climatc Hcalth
Keeping associates healthy and at work is a GSAM priority.
Strategies include mandatory pre-employment physicals and
required annual TB testing. Non-cornpliant associates are

suspended until the health requirement is met. Annual flu
vaccinations, the Good Health for Good Life Program,
Wellness Center memberships. and health screenings also
suppolt associate health. All AHC health plan participants
and their covered spouses/domestic partners are offered
participation in the Healthe You Program. This innovative
program offers health and wellness progralns tlrough web-
based media providing real-time feedback and healthy
solutions based on individual health risk assessments.

Compliance with pre-employment physicals and annual TB
testing are listed in Figure 7.4-24.

Safet5'and Security
Figures 7.4-25 GSAM's systematic approach to associate
safety, including our Environment of Care and Safety
Committees, ensures a safe and secure work environment for
all associates. One of these measures is the annual chernical
inventory. Safety/security drills are also reported in Figure
7.5-11.

Figure 7.4-26. A variety of strategies exist to keep the work-
force secure (Figure 5.2-2). We monitor our associates' sense

of securify bi-annually through a specific question on the

Morehead survey.

\\'orklbrce Scrvices
Figure 7.4-27. In ordet to address the needs of our diverse
workforce, a number of benefits have been introduced
including a high-deductible plan, health reimbursement
account (employer funded), long-term care insurance and a

df navocate Cood Samaritan Hospital
systernwide rvellness initiative and rewards strategy, Hecrlthe
You, lhal supplements CSAM's long-standing wellness
program, GHGL.

Associate Satisfaction rvith Benefits

7.5 Proccss Efl'cctivcncss (Jutcomes

GSAM measures the effectiveness of clinical, operational
and financial processes across the organization. The Center
for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) has established
in-process core measures to show how often a hospital
provides recommended treatments known to get the best
resnlts for patients with certain medical conditions or
surgical procedures. Included are measures for heart attack
(AMI) care, heart failure (HF), pneurnonia care (PN) and

surgical care improvement project (SCIP). Figures 7.5-l
through 7.5-6 reflect GSAM's performance compared to
our competitors on these in process measures related to our
main services for general medicine, cardiology and surgical
care across the IP, OP, & ED segments.

TP - GENERAL MEDICINE IN PROCESS MEASURES:
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7.5-8 Physician Satisfaction

I
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LENGTH OF STAY (LOS): GSAM has sustained a low
and stable LOS over the past 4 years. The case mix index
(CMI) indicates the acuity of the patients has increased over

this time period. Figure 7.5-7 shows GSAM continues to

utilize resources in a cost effective manner, providing

efficient care to the rnost acutely ill patients in DuPage

County.

WORK SYSTEM EFFICIENCY: GSAM's provision of
efficient hospital operations is a key stakeholder requirement

of our physicians. In 2009 our physicians ranked their

satisfaction of GSAM's ability to provide efficient

operations in the top decile of hospitals in the nation.

Figure 7.5-8 reflects the confidence of the medical staff in
GSAM's ability to effrciently run the hospital leading to

increased volurnes and referrals.

Figure 7.5-9 and Figure 7.5-10 Controlling the cost ofcare
through effective supply chain processes to manage total
supply costs and provide caregivers with the supplies they

need when they need them is key to work system efficiency.
Excellence in these processes helps to create value for our
patients by lowering the cost of health care.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS: Figure 7.5-ll GSAM
develops a high level of preparedness through regular

emergency drills and exercises that exceed the number of
drills required by regulatory agencies. By fi'equently testing

then evaluating and irnproving the effectiveness of our

preparation, we are assttred GSAM is prepaled for the

unexpected.

1.5a(2) Kcv \\'ork i.*.*tt Lftectilcncss
GSAM has in-process measures in place to evaluate tlre

efficiency, effectiveness and productivity within our key

work and support processes [Figure 6.1-l].

PATIENT ACCESS PROCESSES: A key measure in
patient access is the ability ofour patients to connect quickly

'"vith the Central Scheduling Department when needing to

schedule an appointment. Our goal is to answer calls within
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.5-12 PatientAccess PercentofAbandonedCalls
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60 seconds. Figure 7.5-12 shows improvernent in the
percent ofah:r4oned calls in the department.

Another key rneasure of efficiency related to patient access rs

the average time for an emergency room patient to be triaged
by the RN following their arrival. A focus on ED thoughput
improvements has resulted in a decrease in patient wait times
in the ED over three years as shown in Figure 7.5-13.

ASSESSMENT AND DIAGNOSTICS PROCESSES: ThC

ease ol scheduling patients for diagnostic testing is a key
driver of physician satisfaction. Ongoing cycles of
improvement to standardize processes and streamline
efficiencies has increased physician satisfaction in this area

to near top decile performance in 2009 shorvn in Figure 7.5-
14.

There are an estimated 20 million Americans affected by
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) of which 85-90% go

undiagnosed and untreated. GSAM launched an innovative
performance improvement initiative to improve outcomes for
these patients postoperatively. Figure 7.5-15 reflects the

increase in the patients identified over the three year period.

{} navocate Cood Samaritan Hospital

Figure 7.5-16 The ability to assess and diagnose a heart
attack and deliver the needed intervention is measured in
"Door to Balloon" (D2B) time. Balloon an-eioplasty can

decrease a patient's risk of dying by 40% if done within 90

minutes of arrival. GSAM cornpleted a Six Sigma project on

D2B and has irnproved this processes to best practice level
with a 2009 D2B average tirne of 55 minutes. The prograrn

created ("Cardiac Alert") has been benchmarked by a

number of organizations fi'om across the country and was

recognized by the IHI as a international best practice in
2006.
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CARE AND TREATMENT PROCESSES:
OUTPATIENT-A process in.tprovement tealn set out to
create a best practice of early arnbulation for cardiac

catheterization patients via participation in a "Get with the

Guidelines" initiative through the American Heart
Association. Previously patients had been lying flat for 24

hou.rs following the procedure. An internal. aggressive goal

of ambulatingpatients within 4 hours was set. Figure 7.5-17
shows the success ofthe improvements over a 3 year period.

ED-Figure 7.5-18 Evidence shows pneumonia patients who

receive antibiotics within 6 hours of arriving in the ED have

better outcomes. GSAM perfonnance on this measttre is 98-

99% compliance, nearing top decile which is 100%. We are

projecting sustained perfect performance by 2012.

SURGERY-Figure 7.5-19 GSAM's participation in NSQIP

allowed us to identify an oppornrnity where we were not

perfonning at expected levels in post-op renal failure rates.

A Faih-rre Mode Effect and Analysis (FMEA) team identified
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opportunities to improve the process and implernented
changes that have resulted in a l5%o better than expected
level of performance when benchrnarked against this very
competitive database. GSAM has been asked to present our
improvements and best practices in this area at the 2010
NSQIP National Conference.

o
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2.50
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0.00

30 Day Post Op Renal Failure Ratio

2007 7 to1 - 6to8 2008 7 /08- 6tO9. NSOIP E

GENERAL MEDICINE-Figure 7.5-20 When GSAM
deployed an electronic rnedical record in 2006, we had the

opportunity to introduce the ability to provide safer care
through computer provider order entry (CPOE). Results fbr
increasing the number ol orders entered via CPOE have

outperfonned our targets over the 3 years and we project that
100% of all orders will be entered via the computer by 2012.

DTSCHARGE PROCESS: Figure 7.5-21 The process for a

patient's discharge begins on admission. An internal metric
used to monitor the timeliness of the discharge process is the
percent of time a social work screening for discharge needs

takes place within 24 hours of the patient's admission.
Consistent improvement in these results has aided the entire
care team to provide a safer and more timely transition of our
patients to the next level ofcare.

Figure 7.5-22 Discharge instructions for HF patients is an

indicator rvithin the HF bundle where every element of
education the patient needs to manage their care at home
must be provided. GSAM has made nurlerous cycles of
irnprovement to this process through the work of the Cardiac
Team and has achieved top decile performance in this area.

{} navocate Good Samaritan Hospital

Ke1 Support \lork Process Efl'ectiveness
Figure 7.5-23 Many support work processes help to provide
for the smooth, timely and efficient functioning of our work
systems [Figure 6.1-l]. The process for timely coding of
outpatient accounts allows for optimal billing turn around
tirnes and in turn, provides the needed financial resources for
reinvestment in the enterprise. The cycles of improvement
driven by the Revenue Cycle Team have led to top decile
perfonnance when compared against Price Waterhouse
Cooper (PwC) benchmarks.

The GSAM Denials Team identified a number of process

improvernents to reduce OP Medicare denials including
partnering lvith physicians to improve the documentation of
medical necessity when outpatient tests al'e ordered.
Technology solutions rvere also irnplemented to support the
process. Improvements are reflected in Figure 7.5-24.

Outpatient Medicare Denials
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Source: lnternal lVletric 
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Goal

GSAM depends on the Information Technology (IT) staff for
timely response and resolution to any issues with the
mr-rltiple computer systems we depend on to deliver care.

Figure 7.5-25 shows IT has exceeded the internal goal of
95Vo, and meets the needs of the department's intemal
cLlstotners.
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Figure 7.5-26 GSAM associates and physicians depend on
the electronic medical record (EMR) to record and monitor
the processes of patient care. An intemal measllre was
established to monitor the uptirne of the EMR and, 999/o of
the tirne, needed systems are available to support caregivers.

Hutnan Resource (HR) processes must be efficient and effec-
tive for hiring needed staff The ability fol HR to fill vacant
positions in a timely manner, even with the added step of the
innovative peer interviewing processes (to assure peers have
inpr-rt into the selection of new staff for their departments),
has improved over the three year petiod. Figure 7.5-27
shor,vs our performance for 'days to fill' exceeds the Sara-
toga median benchrnark.

Figure 7.5-28 Associates and physicians depend on the
processes within the Health Information Management (HIM)
department to be timely and accurate. An internal metric for
cycle time for transcribing pre-surgical history and physicals
(H&Ps) became critical to support our increasing surgical
volumes. HIM has shown consistent improvernent in the

hlrn around tirne for these reports and is perfonning at 100%

in the first quarter of 20 10, exceeding the target of 98%.
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7.6 Lcadership Outconres
7.6a(l) Organizational Strategl / .\ction Plans
G2G, launched in 2004, created significant momentum to
propel GSAM to achieve breakthrough results in all pillars as

illustrated in Figure 7.6-1.

Figure 7.6-2 Organizational strategy and action plan
accomplishment is summarized in GSAM's 2009 report card.
Our process-driven culture and evidence-based leadership
strategies have resulted in the achievement of 15 out of 18

GSAM has received over 35 awards and distinctions srnce

2006 validating outstanding achievernent and reinforcing
stakeholder trust. Figure 7.6-3 lists some of the major
awards, recognitions and designations representing the

discipline, commitment and perseverance of all GSAM
leaders, associates, physicians and stakeholders in our
unending G2G journey.
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CPOE Orders of 44,247 (55,346)

AMI Bundle of 100% (100%)

HF Bundle of 96% (100%)

Pneumonia (PN) Bundle of 91% (96%)

Surgical lnfection (SCIP) Bundle of 88% (93o/o)

ABX Timing (OP) of 94% (970/o)

ABX Selection (OP) of 90% (95%)

|*vffiAHRQ Bundle

' ICU Protocols Bundle

Associate Satisfaction 80th percentile (90th)

lnpatient Satisfaction (H-CAHPS) 65th (7sth) 63rd

Outpatienl Satisfaction of 75th (85th)

Emergency Satisfaction of 70th (78th)

Physician Satisfaction 75th (85th) (Composite = 95th)

Service Area Net Revenue of $402.4M (B) ($414.4M) $390.6M

Service Area Operating Margin 4.10% (B) ($23.95M)

Cost Per Adjusted Discharge of $7,998 ($7,838)

Philanthropic Giving $1.1M (B) ($1.sM) G##*

,ffi
Approaching Target

4'7
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Pillar \ward/Recognition/Desi gnation Organization

Overall
100 Top Hospital Overall Thomson Reuters

)artner for Change Award
Practice Green

Health

Health
Outcomes

'Fire Starter" of the month Studer Group

-incoln Award for Performance
lxcellence

Lincoln
Foundation

100 Top Hospital for CV Solucient

Specialty Excellence Award for
3astrointestinal Care
\ational Quality Leader in Medi-
rallv Manaoed AMI

CareScience

Distinguished Hospital for Clinical
Excellence - Patient Safety, Car-
diac Care, Coronary lntervention,
Stroke and Pulmonarv

Superior Quality Merit Award Data Advantage

Platinum Quality Award MIDAS

Top 50 Hospitals for Treatment of
Digestive Diseases

US News &
World Report

Associate
Engagement

Magnet Designation of Nursing
Excellenie ANCC

Patient
Sali cfrcl Compass Award Press Ganey

Physician
Engagement Excellence Through lnsight Award HealthStream

Growth Bariatric Center of Excellence
Surgical Review

Corporation

:unding Our
:uture 'AA" Rating Moody's/S & P

Evidence of Strategic Success

7.6a(2) Govern:rnce i FiscaI Accountability'
The Goveming Council survey evaluates members'
assessment of GSAM's performance and overall GC
effectiveness. Figure 7.6-4 summarizes GC lnember
assessment of four key performance areas as 'good' or
"excellent' with increased 'excellent' ratings over time.

7.6a(3) Accredi{ation. Assessment, Co rnpliance
GSAM's goal is to meet and exceed regulatory, legal, and
accreditation requirements both nationally and locally.
GS.AM also voluntarily seeks accreditations to drive program
and service quality. Figure 7.6-6 shows 1000% required
accreditation/compliance and accreditations achieved beyond
requirements.

The Joint Commission Overall Priority Focus Process

evaluates organizations' performance in fourteen areas

including assessment/care services. patient safety and quality

Figure 7.6-5 The positive outcomes
external audits validates GSAM's
excellent control environment and

accountability.
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Physicist Survey Annual Review 10OYo
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7.6-7
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r GSAM r Magnet Hospitals x Illinois I National - Top

Process (PFP)

improvernent activities to calculate total PFP points.
Figure 7.6-7 demonstrates that GSAM's performance
exceeds national and state hospitals as well as perfon-t'rs

better than Magnet hospitals.

1.6a(4) Ethical Behavior and Stakcholdcr Trust
Figure 7.6-8 Our MVP drives us to demonstrate the highest
of ethical behaviors leading to stakeholder trust. Associates
have strong confidence in the ethical behavior of SL and
governance of the organization as evidenced by top decile
performance in three questions in the associate satisfaction
surveys.

Figure 7.6-9 Patients and key stakeholders also possess

strong trust in Sl/governance ethical behavior demonstrated
through loyalty, satisfaction, brand preference, and market
share rnetrics.

Figure 7.6-10 represents philanthropy dollars raised from
community members. and GSAM's own associate base

through the annual Associate Giving Carnpaign. Despite
difficult economic times, GSAM was able to see a four-fold
increase in associate donations fiom 2005-2009. A
significant increase in donations fl'om the community
demonstrates the trust comrnunity members have placed in
the hands of GSAM's SLs and govemance.

7.6a (5) Societal ltesponsibilif.l' and Communitl' Support
Figure 7.6-11 GSAM demonstrates its commitment to the

societal well-being and the community through initiatives
such as early adoption of envilonmentally friendly
constmction standards and the recycling of waste. GSAM
was recognized in 2008 and 2009 from Practice Greenhealth
with the Partner for Change Award. one of only 60 facilities
recognized in the nation.

Figure 7.6-12 GSAM provides both charitable and

uncompensated care. Uncompensated care represents the
portion of patient care which is unreilnbursed to the

organization. GSAM also provides many community health
events and screenings to keep the community healthy andior
to provide 'preventative health education. Language
Assistance Services have increased as the demographics of
our service area have become rnore ethnically diverse. This
allows non-English speaking patients to understand their
care plan for optirnal treatment and recovery.

Figure 7.6-13 illustrates orr success in achieving the depth

and quality of relationships essential to both curing and

healing and the fulfillment of our mission.
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2417 -Twenty four hours a day' seven days a week

30/90 Day New Hire Discussions - Standardized meetings

L",nu."n new associate hires and their managers' Four specific

ouestions are routinely asked at both meetings' in efforts to

.'"Ju.. *ou.r that rypically occurs in the first quarter of

Aramark - GSAM contracts with to provide dietary and

environmental services

ARB - Angiotensin Receptor Blockers (lab value)

AS - Ambulatory Surgery

Associate - AHC/GSAM emPloYee

ASTD - American Society for Training and Development

At Your Service - ffacks all calls from associates' physicians

and staff for issues related to plant. property and equipment'

BBEs - Behavior-based-expectations' Communication tools

utilized to ensttre a Culture ofSafety

BC - Business Conduct

BCBS - Blue Cross & Blue Shield lnsurance Company

BSI - Blood Stream Inflections

Business Conduct Hotline - A dedicated phone line used by

AHC/GSAM associates to voice concems and report possible

ethicalllegal wrongdoing

Care Connection - The AHC electronic medical record' A

Cerner CorPoration Product

CARE Line - A hospital phone line for patients who have

qu.rriont o, "on."*i 
thai need to be addressed irnrnediately

CCC - Communication, Critical Thinking and Collaboration

equal Quality Outcomes. A collaborative education program

U"t*""tt nurses and physicians to improve clinical outcomes'

patient safety and communications

CCP - Critical Carc Pavilion

CE Direct - Online subscription to over'450 continuing

education courses for nursei that can be accessed on the job or

from home

Center of Excellence - Facilities or organizations that create

healthcare value that exceeds the nomr in a particular area' e'g''

Bariatrics, Stroke

CHF - Congestive Fleart Failure

CIC - Clinical Integration Council; all GSAMDirectors

CME - Continuing Medical Education

CMI - Case Mix lndex

CNE - Chief Ntrse Executive

Communication Board - Standardized posting of pillar results

and information in'every unit and department

COMPdata - COMPdata is a con.tprehensive' multidisciplinary

t*t." 
"f "".parative 

utilization, clinical' physician' financial'

demographic, market share, quality, perfotmance treasurentent'

and severity-adjusted in lonrrati on

Core l\leasures - Evidenced based practice bundles for pert'ect

care (See AMl, CHF' PN, SCIP)

employment

A
Abx - Antibiotics

ACA - Apparent Cause Analysis; a retrospective improvement

rnethodology to determine the most probable cause for an event

based on readily available information

ACEI - Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Inlribitor (lab value)

Access DuPage - A collaborative effort by a unique

partnership of*hospitals, physicians. local government' human

i.iui.., alencies,'and corninunity groups working together in

DuPage Ciunty' IL to provide access to medical seruices to the

.ount!', low-income, medically uninsured residents'

ACL Labs - A joint venture between Advocate Healthcare

faboratory and-Aurora Healthcare, Wisconsin for laboratory

services

ACOG - American Congress of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists

Advocate Heatth Care - Chicagoland's largest integrated

Glrh.ur. provider with ten (10) acute care hosp-itals' two (2)

"t 
itO..n'. hlspitals, over 200 sites ofcare' 30'000 associates

and 5400 affiliated PhYsicians

Advocate Plus - A program that pays the co-insurance for

associates when they receive care at an Advocate facility

Advocate Learning Exchange (AleX) - An online tool which

uilo*, urro.iutes t;identify and register for instmctor-led

training and complete online learning modules

AHC - Advocate Health Care

AHC/GSAM - Advocate Health Care / Good Samaritan

Hospital

AIDETSII - Five Fundamentals of Service (Acknorvledge'

Introduce, Duration, Explanation and Thank you)

All Aboard Training - Follow-up orientation for new hires

after they have been employed for 3 months

ALOS - Average Length of StaY

AMI - Acute MYocardial Inlarction

AMS - Advocate Management System; the AHC online

,ofnuur. program that tracks aligned management goals;

calculatei yio and annual performance scores on levels of

achievement; allows for casiading of goals from senior leaders

to leaders

AOS - Available on site

APP-Ctinical Integration Program - physicians partnered

*irt, CSA.ft  to tracl achievement on 107 measures of clinical

out omes, efficiency, and patient satisfaction in 2009'

B

g,_._..-*"**.-
CAP - College of American Pathologists

Ambulatory-MedicalservicesprovidedonarrotrtpatientbasisCMs-CenterforMedicareiMedicaidServices



CRM - Customer Relationship Management; a database that
helps GSAM manage customer relationships in an organized
way

CPOE - Computerized Provider Order Entry

Culture ofSafety - An integrated approach to enhance
teamwork and conmunication to reduce human error

Culture of Transparency - A culture in which information is
shared with all staff

p _" _-__ ."""_". _ """*
Days in AR - Days in Accounts Receivable

D/C - discharge

Discharge Call Manager - Software used by nursing staff that
tracks calls to patients within 24 hours of discharge.
Automatically alerts appropriate leaders to issues and
compliments

Door to Balloon (D2B) - Time from patient entry into
emergency room to cardiac catheterization

DVT - Deep Vein Thrombosis

DVT Rate - Patients with DVT per 1,000 at risk patient
population

E
EAP - Employee Assistance Program

ED - Emergency Department

e-ICU@ - Electronic Intensive Care Unit; remote monitoring
of critical patients in the Critical Care Pavilion

EMR - Electronic Medical Record

EOC - Environment of Care

EOP - Emergency Operations Plan

EPEC - Exceptional Patient Experience Committee

ET - Executive Team

F. _ *" " -_*""- - "_ _."

Five Fundamentals of Service (AIDETSM) - Standardized
communication template for all associates to utilize in
patient/customer interactions

FLL - Front Line Leaders

FMEA - Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

Front-line leaders - Supervisors, charge nurses, and

coordinators, who may have responsibilities to: hire. dismiss,
conduct performance reviews, give salary increases

FTE - F'ull tin.re equivalent; an FTE of L0 means that the
person is equivalent to a full-time worker, while an FTE of 0.5

signals that the worker is only half-time.

Funding our Future - One of GSAM's six pillars of
performance. The Funding our Future pillar measures various
indicatols of fi nancial performance

G

G2G (Good to Great) - GSAM's initiative to establish a
culfure of excellence. G2G concept is based on Jim Collin's
book of the same name

GC - Governing Council

GHGL - Cood Health for Cood Life associate wellness
program

GI - Gastrointestinal

GSAM - Advocate Good Samaritan Hospital

GSLS - GSAM Leadership System

H
HCAHPS - Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare
Providers & Systerns

Health Advisor - AHC's Customer Contact Center to locate a

physician, make appointments, and/or secure health
infonnation

HFMA - Healthcare Financial Management Association

HIPAA - Health Infonnation Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996; a portion of this legislation concems privacy of
health information

HICS - Hospital Emergency Incident Command System:

intcgmtes the facility response with the community and other
healthcare responders in the event of an emergency

HML@ - High Middle Low performers

Hospital Acquired Pressure Ulcer - Skin breakdown not
documented as present on adrnission

Hourly Rounding - Hourly safety rounding of patients by
caregivers to check on pain, positioning, and hygiene needs

HR - Human Resources

HVA - Hazard Vulnerability Assessment

I

IHI - lnstitute for Healthcare Improvement; an international
organization helping to lead the improvement of health care

Illinois Hospitat Emergency Mutual Aid Memorandum of
Understanding - Transfer arrangements to identified facilities
within the commnnity should an evacuation become necessary

IP - Inpatient

IT - lnfonnation Technology

It Pays to Stay - Reductions in health care premiums tbr
associates rvith longer tenure

K
Key Words at Key Times - Things said to "connect the dots"
and help patients, families and visitors better understand
hospital policies and practices. Key Words at Key times align
words with actions to give a consistent experience and message

Knowledge Management - Any tools that support decision-
making or procesdes/mechanisms to identi$ and share best
practices

I _, _** -",, _ _"*","*.",,""-..,. * ..
LDI - Leadership Development Institute; l-2 day per quarter
off-site education sessions for GSAM leaders

LEAN - an improvement methodoiogy that focuses on

maximizing customer value and minimizing waste



LES - GSAM's Legal and Ethical System [Figure 1.2-3]

Level I Trauma - The highest trarula level designation;
requires in-house surgeons and anesthesiologists on duty 24
hours a day at the hospital, an education program, preventive
and outreach programs

Level III Perinatal Care - Health care services provided to

mothers and newboms from pregnancy through the hrst month
ofthe infant's life. Level III care refers to a hospital that
provides intensive care for neonates

LOS - Length of Stay

M
Magnet - The Magnet Recognition Program@ developed by
the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) to
recognize health care organizations that provide nursing
excellence

Manager Incentive Plan - Opportunity for leaders to earn a

percentage oftheir wages based on annual clinical. serv'ice and

financial results

NIEC - Medical Executive Committee

Medical Staff (Physician) Development Plan -
Conrprehensive plan to secure phvsicians to fill shortages or
expected shortages

Medicaid - State programs of public assistance to persons

whose income and resources are insufficient to pay for health
care

Medicare - Health insurance provided by the federal
govemment for the elderly and disabled; Medicare Part A
covers inpatient hospital stays while Medicare Part B covers
physician and outpatient sclvices

MI - Myocardial Infarction: a heart attack

MIDAS - Medical Information Data Access Systern

Morehead & Associates - External company that specializes
in conducting ernployee opinion research that informs and

stimulates organizational performance; services utilized by
25o/o of the top 100 hospitals in the US and20Vo of the ANCC's
Magnet Hospitals

Most Wired - Annual award given by Hospitats and Health
Network to the Most Wired Hospitals based on survey of
r.vireless technologies

MVP - Mission, Values and Philosophy

My Advocate - optional tool on the AHC web page that allows
community members to create and store personal health pages

such as doctors list and a personal health calendar

My Career Webpage - Job search section of AHC's website.
Allows associates to search for jobs and includes the ability to
build a resume or Refer a Friend

li,_".,","-",,,,, . ,-- ,,,, ,. ",. ... ""*,.*-,,_*,-"""_","

NDNQI - National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators

NHSN - National Healthcare Safety Network; database for
national infection control reporting

NICU - Neonatal Intensive Care Unit

NSQIP - National Surgical Quality Improvement Program

o
OB - Obstetrics

0P - Outpatient

OP Denials - Refusals to reimburse the hospital for non-
covered outpatient services from third-party payors

Operational Medical Response Disaster Plan - The plan for
notification and communication between area hospitals,
physicians and patient families in a disaster

OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration (US

Departrnent of Labor); prolnotes the reduction of workplace
inj uries and fatalities

P

Pampered Pregnancy - A hospital program for pregnant
women that provides them with cornplimentary or discounted
amenities (e.g., manicure, massage, pre/post-natal fitness
classes) when they deliver their baby at GSAM

PCI - Percutaneous Coronary Interventions are procedures tlrat
are among the most effective ways to open blocked blood
vessels and help prevent further heart muscle darnage.

PDSA - Plan, Do, Study, Act. The steps in a process

improvement approach

Peer Interviewing - Utilization of co-workers to evaluate job
candidates for the right attitude. skill set and culture fit

P.E.P. - Patient Expbrience Profile is a pre-ernployment
screening given to determine the candidate's 'fit' with the
AHC/GSAM values and customer sen'ice orientation

PFP - The Joint Cornmission's Priority Focus Process

PG - Press-Ganey

PHNS - Provider HealthNet Services lnc. - GSAM contracts
with PHNS for Health lnformation Management Services

PI - Performance Improvement

PI Showcase - Monthly fomm for GSAM departments to
present PI initiatives and action plans to Senior Leaders

PI Super Borvl - Annual event highlighting deparhnents with
the outstanding performance improvemeut results

Pillars - A framework used to set organizational goais and the

evaluation process and assist in balancing the needs and

expectations of all stakeholders. Pillars lay the foundation fbr
consistent evaluations, communications and work planning.
GSAM's six pillars of performance are: Health Outcomes,
Associate Engagernent, Patient Satisfaction, Growth, Physician
Engagernent, & Funding Our Fuhlre

PIVIES - GSAM's Perfonnance Measurement System [Figure
4.1- l l
PMO - Project Management Ofhce; a team consisting of senior
leaders, physicians, and lT leaders to determine strategic
direction, enhancements, and/or changes to the information
technology roadmap to better meet clinical, patient. operational
and workforce needs.

PMS - Performance Management Systern [Figure 5.1-2]
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PN - Pneumonia

Plan of Care - Multi-disciplinary plan which is reviewed with
patients and families and up-dated regularly

Practice Greenhealth - The nation's leading rnernbership and
networking organization for institutions in the healthcare
community that have made a commitment to sustainable, eco-
friendly practices.

Press-Ganey Associates (PG) - The largest comparative
database of patient satisfaction in the nation; provides GSAM
with satisfaction survey tools for a variety ofinpatient and
outpatient health care services

Primary Service Area (PSA) - The communities frorn which
75%o ofannual hospital admissions are obtained

PTO - Paid Tirne Ofl

PwC - Pricewaterhouse Coopers

o
Q - Quarterly

Quatity Close -A monthly AHC dashboard of key health
outcome results

R
Rapid Response Team (RRT) - a multidisciplinary team
called by any staff nurse to address a patient's deteriorating
condition

RCA - Root Cause Analysis; a retrospective improvement
methodology to determine the root cause of sentinel events

Refer a Friend Program - AHC's employee referral program

RIE - Rapid lmprovement Event

RN - Registered Nurse

RN Residency Program - A program to support new graduate
nurses through hands-on experiences, classes, and mentors

Rounding - The consistent practice of asking specific
questions ofkey custornersi leaders also round on associates,
patients, physicians, and stakeholders to identify points of
satisfaction, dissatisfaction, equipment/tool needs, etc.

L_ __ - *. _*"*"." " "
SBAR - A standardized hand-off communication tool:
giruation, background, assessment, lecommendations

SCIP - Surgical Care Improvement Project

Secondary Service Area (SSA) - The conununities tiorn
which the remaining 25%o of amual hospital admissions are
obtained. Refer to Primary Service Area

Service Recovery - A systematic approach to problem
resolution for customers

Service Recovery Steps/Process - Listen. apologize, tix the
problem, thank the customer, follow-up

Service Teams - Multi-disciplinary, multi-level teams charged
with determining strategies to provide an exceptional
experience to patients, farnilies, associates, and physicians

Shared Governance - A nursing structure providing nurses
with decision-making control over their prolessional practice
through the Shared Governance councils and committees

Six Sigma - A system of practices (originally developed by
Motorola) to systematically improve processes by eliminating
defects

SL - Senior leaders: direct reports to the hospital President

SLD - Service Line Dilectors

Solucient@ - The company with the largest health care
comparative database in the United States. Provides clinical,
operational, financial and rnarketing data and benchrnarks and
owned by Thomson Reuters

SPP - Strategic Planning Process

SSA - Secondary Service Area

Standards of Behavior - Guidelines defined by GSAM for the
provision ofsuperior customer service by associates

Supply Chain Managemcnt - A division of AHC that obtains
products and services to meet the needs of Advocate's business
entities in a cost-effective manner. Includes Contract
Management, Procurement, Capital Procurement, and
Inforrnation Management

SWOT - Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats

T
TAT - Turnaround time

TDD - Telecommunication device for the dcaf

TJC - The Joint Comrnission

Thomson Reuters - Cornpany that is the leading source of
intelligent infomration for many industries including
healthcare. Parent company of Solucient@, an organization that
sponsors the 100 Top Hospital award.

The Advisory Board Company - A research organization that
provides information to more than 2,000 leading health systems
and medical centers. Research focuses principally on business
and econornic issues, health system strategies, revenues. cost,
governance, and operations

VAP - Ventilator associated pneumonia

VOC - Voice of the Customer

VOIP - Voice over Intemet Protocol, also called VoIP, IP
Telephony, Intemet telephony, Broadband telephony.
Broadband Plrone and Voice over Broadband is the routing of
voice conversations over the Internet or through any other IP-
based network

WLDS - GSAM's Capability Determination and Workforce
Leaming and Development Systcm [Figure 5.1-4]

WSEVIP - GSAM's Workforce Satisfaction and Engagement
Measurement Process fFigure 5.-l ]

Y-.u***"o-u-
YTD - Year to date
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